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Unleash The Power
Of Extreme

Digital
Excitement

'101r

e,treme digital
from HARRIS

You have the power to break into the digital

age at light speed. All it takes is the strength

of the Harris Digital Broadcast System. It's a

compleM solution of products, performance levels

and serwice options. From DAB transmitters and

exciters to consoles and

system integration that

brings everything together.

Products that offer the

perfect balance of

performance advantages,

ease -of -use, reliability and

cost-effective migration

paths. All with the

expertise and extreme

service programs

of the digital

broadcasting leader.

Take your station to the

digital edge of excitement

with the full spectrum of

Harris DAB solutions.

Just contact us at

www.3roadcast.harris.com

to learn how Harris can

go to extremes for

your tusiness.

A cost-effec' -

migration

Functionalty based on unrivaled

real-morld MC experience

1.4:ta: e,d-to-ers solwtix,

next level solutions

SERVICE

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION

TRAN,M!SSIM1
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The New Face gital
Jeff: "We looked at everybody... End nobody had what Klotz Digital has "

Jan: "The flexibility, ease of use, low maintenance and great tech support reinforced our decision to go with ,11 VADIS AudioMedia Platform."
Jeff: "We're brutally honest around here and to be honest, it was carT.age, we'd tell you!'

:En: "But you couldn't get us to go back to the old way of doing things if you lad b."

DIGITAL

There's something comforting about an honest but it's the honest
thoughtscr cur customers that are our most valuable asset. So, if you were

to ask her about their old analog muter anc ccnsoles, we couldn't really
guarantee heir sunny dispositions. But ask them Stout the r KLOTZ DIGITAL

VADIS AudioMecia Platform) Well... please gee the photo above.

Call or visit us on the web today to discover the possibilities.
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The RE20 microphone with Variable -D',

the industry standard
for over 30 years.
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For more information call 1-800-392-3497
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Celebrating 75 years of microphone innovation - Electro-Voict 1927-2002
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Viewpoint

Road trip

have had the opportunity to travel some
long stretches by car this summer. For the
past several years, I have taken summer
weekend trips around Kansas and
Missouri (BE Radio is based near Kansas
City), but this year my travels have extend-
ed through the Midwest to parts of the
South and New England. While this may
not seem like a fun way to spend a summer
vacation (it wasn't all vacation for me), it
afforded me the opportunity to see some
landscapes and,more importantly, listen to
the radio.

I looked forward to sampling some of the
format choices that would be avail-
able to me during my drive. Like you,
I have my favorites, but this time I put
my choices aside and sought selec-
tions other than Canadian power
trios and ripping solo guitarists.

I listened to talk, country, reggae,
news, sports, rock, classical, urban
and some other formats that defy
naming. I was pleased to hear
some newer artists, some of which
were new to me but not new to the
world, as well as more traditional
and established performers. I took
note of topics on the talk stations.

I followed the sporting event in my mind
as the announcer described the acts
and motions.

Throughout my travels, I was pleased
with the audio quality of most of the
stations. Some choices had a noticeably,
shall I say, unusual sound. There were
also areas where reception was lacking.
Fortunately,these areas of poor reception
were brief.

After listening to the same set of terres-
trial stations around Kansas City for so
long, it was refreshing to discover some
alternate voices.

Are you wondering what I was listening
to? Are you trying to figure out if it was XM
or Sirius? Actually, it was neither. I listened
to terrestrial radio the entire time.

During my trip,' heard some of the same

material across the wide regions, but this is the definition
of popular music. There were times where the music
playlist was limited, but I moved on aftergiving it a chance.
It's easy to become unenthused by the radio choices
within ou r own listening areas, but this time I kept an open
mind. I didn't lock onto the next market's "Rock,""Star,"
"Mix," orHot" moniker. I pressed seek and gave the next
choice a chance to keep my interest.

This does not rescind my statement of a few months ago,
where I stated that lam hopeful that satellite radio will entice
terrestrial radio to relax the safe lists and try something new.

This still needs to happen. During my drive it was fun to hear
about expected crop yields for the area, the swap meet and
flea market being held in the next town, the crazy sale prices
at the car dealer during the afternoon remote or the 70s rock
group that was headlining at the county fair. All of this was
mixed in with the local weather and community calendar.

Even the sound quality was acceptable in most cases.
Some stations could benefit from a signal -chain inspection,
but overall the quality was acceptable if not stellar for most
stations-even the AMs.

My experience is a testimonial to the-grass-is-always-
greeneradage, but greener grass is just what is being offered
by the rising listening choices. LPFM,Intemet radio,satellite
radio and otherchoices are providing the new options that
appeal to listeners' ears. While each has had its obstacles
in establishing firm roots, the key to success in retaining
listeners is not in touting the audio quality and technology
that goes into radio, the key is content. If you play it,they
will come.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherero primediabusiness.com

Send comments to: E-mail: beracho@primediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905

8 August 2002 www.beradio.com



Last-minute remotes?
No stress for John Kennedy of Entercom Boston.

The Patriots win the Superbowl! A major cause for celejration in Boston. Aid potentially

ruicr stress for John Kennedy, Engineering Dire/or for En:ercom Boston. With no a

warring, John had less than 24 hours to orchestrate coverage of the festivities

en numerous stations - including live remotes Elong the Patriots' parade

-)ItE. Fortunately, John knew he could count on Comrex

ev-3ri last-minute. With Comrex in your toolbox,

a:t--ninute remotes are successful, not stressful.

'We delivered multiple high -quality live remotes

cter ordinary phone lines and we didn't lose a m nute'

John Kennedy,
Engineering Dire:tor,

ntercom Bostor

Let us help with your last-minute ninctis

And we'll erve you the shirt off r 11'4

Now you'll not only sound great ipe' I s.f
great, too. Mail us the wt ries* call

from the purchase ivtciL r nee

BlueBox. Matrix. Vectt r r Ile xLs

We'll send you a handscrit C3ories

short like the one John 12 Praarine

(retail value S65) FREE Fes we I

extend your warranty IL Cr VMS
How's that to coverage-

01141111_a_willimikir 19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA
NIIIIIIFITMEIGA 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717  Email: infc@comrex.com
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Contract Engineering

Building your business
By Mark Krieger, CBT

Horizontal and vertical
growth can be built
on an existing set of tools
and expertise.

or most folks, the desire to own and °per-
il- own business is spurred by a
or independence. With hard work

and a bit of luck that goal may be realized.
But then what? With the fulfillment of the
main objective come questions of what
constitutes success.

A lot has been written about the funda-
mental role of vision in running a busi-
ness.This is as true for contract engineers
as it is for anyone. Vision can be thought
of as a desired or idealized outcome-in
short, a future outcome that is exactly as
you wish it to be. Now,before you write off
the"vision thing" as motivational mumbo-
jumbo,consider that it is ultimately neces-
sary as a fixed point to steer toward-
without it, you're lost.

The best it can be
Consider your business for a moment. Is

it really what you want it to be? Are you
even in touch with what you want it to be?

If the answer to either (or both) of these
questions is no, it's time to start think-

ing and doing. Vision provides a
sense of current reality and ulti-

mate goal. Achieving the goal
becomes a matter of map-

ping the terrain between
those two points.

The first thing to con-
sider is just how big

you ultimately want
to grow your com-

pany. Do you as-
pire to a large

firm with a
commensu-
rate number

of employ-
ees? Or do you

prefer to remain a
partnership or one -person

Whatever your answer,operation?
chances are that you will opt for growth.
Expansion comes in two basic forms:
Horizontal expansion occurs as a person
maintains a range of goods and services
offered, while taking a larger share of the

available market for them. Vertical expansion occurs
when you extend that range.

Let's see how this translates for a typical contract -engineer-
ing firm in an average radio market. Begin by defining the
geographic boundaries of your desired area of operation. Use
this information, combined with research on how many
potential clients (all those who currently use services like
yours) exist within thatarea, to establish the overall marketsize.

Now, evaluate what percentage of those accounts you are
currently servicing. This is your current market share. If you
find your market share is below the 50 percent mark, there is
clearly an opportunity to expand horizontally

This touches on a sensitive area among some engi-
neers-competing with local brethren for those existing
accounts. The best advice is to remember that you are in
business, and any good businessperson must compete to
succeed. If you do so ethically, emphasizing the value of
your services, you will have nothing to feel guilty about. In
fact, competition should be embraced, because it provides
the impetus to improve service and increase efficiency. In
the end, everyone benefits.

If, on the other hand, you find your market share is already
close to the top, you may want to consider expanding
vertically. For example, you might consider offering remote
broadcast rentals and services. You could also become a
local distributor for broadcast equipment and supplies, or
provide broadcast -specific computer networking services.

These decisions will be based on your own expertise,
market holes and strategic partnerships. Such partnerships
can be versatile-one entrepreneur I know has seven
separate limited partnership agreements with other spe-
cialty businesses, allowing him to offer a broad range of
services while maintaining low overhead. Tower services,
consulting engineers, architects, cabinetmakers and indus-
trial electricians are just a few of the possibilities that come
to mind in the contract -engineering context.

Which way to go?
Regardless of the direction in which you decide to

expand, you'll need to evaluate whether your current
manpower and capital/equipment resources are suffi-
cient, and, if not, how you will expand them. Don't overlook
the financial revision of your business plan. Of all these
fundamental resource issues, manpower is the most per-
plexing. Adding employees is a major step that adds a
considerable overhead burden. Some experts say that an
employee's true total cost is at least double whatever wages
you pay them. One way of dealing with this and the other
legal encumbrances that come with being an employer is
to use subcontractors. This is a flexible arrangement that
will allow you to accommodate short-term expansions
and contractions in business volume. One cautionary note,

10 August 2002 www.beradio.com
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Introducing -Sound Cho
Furniture,- new froin Ma
Systems. Inc. the manftiurer
The Best in Sound Furniture.fieu
Choice Furniture is high OW
Stock studio furniture, featuring :h'
same high quality construction
methods and materials found in

Mager Systems, Inc. custom
furniture. All "Sound Choice
Furniture" includes solid surface
countertops. The standard color Is
stormy gray for the solid surface top
and a medium speckled gray on he
cabinets (see photos). Call today to
see how Sound Choice Furniture win
benefit your studio.
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excluding Console 8
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MI ER TEL: 623-780-0045 
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RIME FURNMIRE
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ustom Studio Furniture

-9860

www.magersystems.com  mager :gerststems.com
Visit our website for more information

The Best ;ri Sound Furrrt:

Sound Choice Furniture
offer these Fine

Standard Features:
 Solid Surface Tops

1-1/2" thick 19 -ply plywood
cabinet construction

 13 -ply Finland Birch access
panels
No Particle Board or
melamine
10 -year Limited Warranty

 Reversible Punch Block
cabinet

 Modular - Many
Configurations, add-ons and
colors available

 Built in ventilation
Fast Installation - No cabinet
assembly

with Stardraw Radio

With the largest, most detailed symbols library
and powerfu , easy -to -use tools, Stardraw Radio

lets you des gn, document, engineer, price and

present you, systems faster, better and more
professionally than ever before.

Engineerirg schematics
High detai rack layouts
Sales presentations
Custom Fyinel layouts
Archutectu-al layouts
Bills of materials and Excel reports

All the toc Is you need - no other design
software required
Thousand! of high quality product symbols
100s of new products added every month

 New feati.re every month

WHY USE STARDRAW RADIO.?
 So easy, even a salesman can use it

So powerful, even an engineer will love it
So professional, your customers will demand it

Stardraw Radio is here. NABRad;o booth 53

For your
free demo visit

wwwstardrawcomfberadio Stardraw
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Contract Engineering

E=,
r-1
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however: The reliability of your subcon-
tractors is something your business will live
and die by,so choose them as carefully as you
would a full-time employee. When you find
that you and your subcontractors are work-
ing at full capacity fora prolonged period (six
months or more) it's probably time to add
your first part or full-time employee.

Once a realistic expansion plan is in place,

Additional sources of contract revenue can come from offering
remote broadcast services and equipment rentals.

it's time to turn on the marketing campaign. Advertising
opportunities include trade publications (BE Radio is a
prime example), along with trade associations, such as
the NAB, SBE and state broadcast associations. Inciden-
tally, many state broadcast associations hold annual
conferences and periodic seminars, providing you a
unique opportunity to volunteer to hold engineering
workshops for radio owners and managers. This can be
productive in building name recognition and a personal
rapport with potential clients.
A presence on the Web is also important. A website

should be well organized and information -driven, with a
well maintained links section offering incentives for
visiting. Include a list of client referrals and pictures of
major projects, such as transmitter installations and stu-
dio build -outs. Add value by including radio -oriented
shareware and a message board for local broadcasters.

Finally,don't neglect the personal touch. A visit to potential
clients leaves a lasting impression that a card, letter or ad
cannot. By discussing a manger's or owner's perceptions of
their facility's technical strengths and shortcomings,you can
lay the groundwork for a successful business relationship.

In sum, building your business is a decision -making pro-
cess. Allow your vision to set the parameters, make detailed
and realistic plans, and follow through with timely action. I

Krieger, BE Radio's consultant on contract engineering, is
based in Cleveland and can be reached at mkrieger@drfast.net.

ear. pot Run
1066/0 Web -Based Launch your browser, get your spots. No additional software.
Traffic/Scheduling Traffic is fully accommodated.
Documents are converted to PDF files and are delivered by download, email and fax.

NI Sign up FREE! Receive spots at no cost.
Broadcast -Quality MP2/MP3 FAST and HASSLE -FREE!
Automati _j "wing Spots available indefinitely.

lifj5.:Ir,i,J1 By email and fax.
J i Jp.. P !Air

1
ading

l
ontacttustomei ivice s ing spot .corn1-877-708-7768 (SPOT)
ww.slingspArm

S

A Division of MIJO Corporation
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Introducingcool edit pro
2_0

The complete multitrack I Syntrilliuni

recording studio for your PC ammiriew,

 128 stereo tracks

 Powerful integrated wave editor with
mastering, analysis, and restoration tools

 More than 45 DSP effects and tools

 32 -bit processing

 24-bit/192kHz and higher sampling rates

 F.eal-time effects and EQ in multitrack

 DirectX plug-in support

 scripting and batch processing

 MIDI and video playback support

 Loop -based song creation, including
session tempo and key matching

 Access to thousands of free loops and
beds from Loopology.com

loopology
COT

At only $249, there's a miracle waiting to happen inside every PC.

More powerful than ever, Cool Edit Pro version 2 is packed with the latest and greatest features that the digital audio industry has to

offer, yet it retains the ease of use that has won the favor of a growing community of users worldwide. With enough professional effects

and too s to fill a room full of effects racks, Cool Edit Pro has all you'll ever need for recordiig, editing, and mixing up to 128 high -quality

stereo tracks with just about any sound card. Sure, you could pay more for a recording studio, but why on Earth would you ever want to?

Download your copy today from www.cooledit.com. Syntrillium

P.O. Box 62255 Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA 1.888.941.7100 tel: +1.480.941.4327 fax: +1.480.941.8170 sales@syntrithum.com www.syntrillium.com
toll free %MC, USA and Canada



RF Engineering

Lightning protection
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

IPe radio engineer does his best to prevent
its intrusion into his equipment, but having
a steel structure extending from 150 feet to
1,000 feet in the air invites lightning strikes.
Nevertheless, with proper engineering pre-
cautions such structures can survive in-
tense lightning attacks. The Eiffel Tower,
which is nothing more than a solid -steel
lightning conductor, falls in the same cate-
gory and it survives.

The most important concern in tower
construction is complete and thorough
bonding so that there are no areas for

Lightning dissipaters, such as this lightning spur, reduce the potential for a
lightning strike between the tower and storm cell by transferring electri-
cal charge to the adjacent ionizing air molecules, thus reducing the
probability of a lightning strike.

excessive heat to build due to resistance,
and no sections that could present high
reactance to the fast -rising lightning strike.

Taking charge
Most people have seen summer lightning

or heat lightning; lightning merely flashing
within the clouds often without thunder.
The up-and-down drafts within the clouds
in a lightning storm provide the mecha-
nism that generates the electric charge.
This charge forms on the underside of the
clouds,and is called the base charge. This
induces a charge of the opposite sign on
the ground.

If the area beneath the storm cloud includes a radio tower,
the ground charge will be concentrated up the tower. When
the difference between the top of the tower and the base
of the cloud becomes high enough, the air dielectric
between the two breaks down, a lightning strike occurs and
the cloud is discharged to ground. If the tower is well
grounded and has been properly bonded, no damage will
occur to radio equipment.

Watching a lightning strike is interesting. Photographs of
lightning strikes have shown leaders that appear just before
the discharge occurs.These leaders seem to develop down-
wards from the underside of the cloud in leaps of about 150
feet. They continue to extend toward the ground until,when
several hundred feet from the ground, streamers begin to rise
from the ground toward the leaders. When the leaders and
streamers connect, the ionized path formed provides the
path for the lightning strike.

If we could prevent the leaders and streamers from
making contact we might prevent lightning strikes. Aircraft
have what are known as wicks on the trailing edges. These
wicks serve the same purpose as the lightning rods on the
top of radio towers.They allow the aircraft to discharge itself
continually as it flies. In the case of the lightning rod, the
sharper the point the better the lightning rod works.

As the diameter of a conductor decreases, the voltage
gradient increases toward the point. When the voltage at
the end of the rod is sufficiently high it will bleed -off some
of the induced lightning charge on the ground, streamers
will be reduced or eliminated and the likelihood of a
lightning strike is reduced. A corona develops at the tip of
the rod, which sometimes can be seen.

An ounce of prevention
Several companies offer lightning protection devices that

use a series of sharp -pointed electrodes mounted on the
top of the tower. These are known as static ground charge
dissipation systems and can be effective. It isalsocommon
practice to install a static discharge choke from the base of
the tower to ground. However,if the standard ball gap is not
properly adjusted it can cause more harm than good.

AM towers, with their large and low -resistance ground
systems, seem to suffer less damage from lightning. Once
a lightning strike enters the tower, its path toward ground
is determined by the reactance in its path. Because the rise
time of the wavefront is rapid a reactance that might
normally be considered insignificant can develop cata-
strophic voltages, which can bypass ground paths and
jump to adjacent objects.

A lightning strike on a power line can enter through the
line itself. Regardless of the amount of lightning activity in
a station's local area,surge protectors are essential. Some
power lines contain intermittent spikes caused by load

14 August 2002 www.beradio.com
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All-NewAutoPiKf 2
Unleash the Power!

Broadcast Transmitter
Control Software

 Control all sites from one PC
 Wizards for easy setup
 Powerful Scripting
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"AutoPilot 2 has not missed a
beat -- which is critical for a h;gh
powered AM station. It's very
dependable".
Paul Reynolds, Glief Engineer

Cox Radio

"AutoPilot 2's open architectwe
has really expanded our
monitoring capabilities. The
power of the scripting wizard
can't be overstated."
Jeff Kuhne, Engineer, WRPI-FM

Special Offer!!

Order now and receive
free ARC -16 5.4

firmware with your
purchase!

Firmware Features incILde:
 Adjustable Alarm Delays
 Adjustable Raise/Lower

Durations
 Autoload for PC Based

ARC -16 Configuration

BuRK
Tel: 800-255-8090

Web Site: www.burk.com
Email: sales@burk.com

World Class FM Antennas
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

That is why our FM antennas are designed to provide
maximum signal coverage and the ultimate in signal
penetration. Built to withstand even the bleakest
weather conditions, our bays are constructed of 100%

for long life and superior performance.

When you think antennas, Think Armstrong.
We're not just a transmitter company.

A ARMSTRONG
Total RF Systems Solutions

Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972
e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

FMA- 737

Available in numerous configura-
tions and power levels, including
directional patterns, at amazingly
competitive prices.
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The RF People

Silicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

1992 1 0 2002
years

- SOLID STATE FM BROADCAST AMPLIFIERS
- QUICK RESPONSE RENTAL / REPAIR / REPLACEMENT B_I 500
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- MADE IN THE USA 10,1000
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The LX -"5100" Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand -Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few...

FEATURES:

 Self -setting time code
readers

 5", 12" & 16" models
 Sweep & Step second

hand modes
 Lighted Dial and Rack

Mount options
 Time Zone Offset
 3 Year Warranty

www.ese-web.com

310-322-2136  FAX 310-322-8127
142 SIERRA ST EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA

e YOUR SOURCE FOR 1
QUALITY AM ANTENNA

SYSTEMS AND
ACCESSORIES

=LABS,

KINTRONIC
hmer

Inc._
1

3 -TOWER 1/5 KW DA -2 970kHz
WEATHERPROOF DIRECTIONAL

ANTENNA PHASING SYSTEM

 
KAFY Radio Bakersfield, CA

DIRECTIONAL
4 -TOWER 50KW DA -1 970kHz

ANTENNA SYSTEM
ALSO SHOWN IS KINTRONICS
MODEL DL -50 DUMMY LOAD

-
--

, .

.

KMJ Radio Fresno, CA

NEW PRODUCT!
LOW COST WIDEBAND

STL ISOCOUPLER

i

,

. ' 510IL

.- -;

- 1 b
411t, 1 7it ''', .

MODEL: FMC -0.2P

ONLINE SHOPPING NOW AVAILABLE!

www.kintronic.com
Click On LOGIN**

Click On SHOPPING
 PRIOR APPROVAL IS

REQUIRED FOR ACCESS

RF Engineering

changes, as well as severe over -voltage
surges caused by lightning.The surge pro-
tector should be located where the line
enters the building, and additional surge
protectors on individual pieces of equip-
ment are advisable. It is essential that surge
protectors be connected as closely as
possible to the equipment to be protected,
and in no case should long connecting
cables be used.

There should be only one ground system
connection. Otherwise it is possible for

Equipment with
separate grounds

Different ground points can result in a
voltage differential between devices.

high voltages to develop between them in
the event of a heavy strike. The extensive
ground system required by AM transmit-
ters sometimes provides an ideal unity
ground. However, all connections to this
ground should be made with a flat,
wide copper strap to ensure a low-

impedance connection. If possible, bring
all ground connections close together
so that there can be no potential differ-
ences between them.

If a lightning strike occurs near the trans-
mitter building a voltage gradient will be
produced across the area. If these three
lines are brought through widely separated
ports, surprisingly large voltages can devel-
op between them if they are grounded in
three places. Locating them together and
connecting them to the same ground should
reduce or eliminate lightning damage.

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.
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If the migration to d.gital is in your

future, Mei this is the route to take,

Introducirg the big :erformance analog router that a

fluent cigital. A trui fyluid that al,ews you to scale the num-

ber of inaleg and c gitll ports as ne3ded. And even better, the

SAS640C9 Audio Potiliig System creates a ,onward path to

AES/EBU digital audio Nithout creating analog obsoiescence.
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website at sasatti3 corn.
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Networks

Data Backup Methods
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Id von know that 93 percent of companies
that lost their data center for 10 days or

)it due toa disaster filed for bankruptcy
within ondear of that disaster? While the

 --term data center in this case may apply to a
different type of business, radio facilities rely
heavily on network servers to support their
on -air programming and business func-
tions. Here are more interesting statistics:

 A hard drive crashes every 15 seconds
 2,000 laptop computers are stolen daily
 32 percent of data loss is caused by

human error
 One out of five computers suffer a fatal

hard drive crash
Critical data loss can occur on a server,

workstation or laptop, so it is important to

4%

ElComputer viruses

 Hardware or system

Ill Human error

El Natural disaster

 Other

malfunction

Figure 1. A breakdown of typical sources of data loss within a business.

understand what methods are currently
available to back up data and how to prop-
erly implement data backup procedures.

The basics
Is it necessary to back up all of the data on

a PC? The answer might change for every
user,depending on his needs.Data residing
on a PC, whether it is a server, desktop or
laptop, using any operating system,can be
divided into two primary categories: pro-
gram or data files.

Program files are those that permit a
program to be executed properly on the
PC. Data files are those that support the
application or contain raw data.

In many cases, backing up data files may
only be sufficient to recover from a major
drive crash, assuming the user has ready
access to the original program disks. If
operating system files become damaged, it
may be necessary to re -install the applica-

tion.However,several software vendors offer pro,
create an image of the installed operating system, it.
its configuration files that can be copied to a disk.
typically store data on a CD-ROM These programs also I,
a set of start-up files that permit the PC to boot directly frol
the created backup disk.

Loss of data can be caused by a number of factors such
as hard drive failure, mechanical or electrical; viruses that
may replace or corrupt data files; human error,inadvertent
formatting of a drive or erasure of certain data; or theft of
PC containing critical data. Figure 1 shows a breakdown of
some of the typical sources.

The decision as to which type of backup system may be
appropriate is based on a number of issues, such as the
potential loss of revenue or operational flexibility should
date be lost; the cost of purchasing, installing and maintain-
ing a suitable backup solution; the time required to backup

data; the ease of backing up data, i.e. manual vs.
automated back up systems; the life span of the
backup media; and personal preference.

A final factor in determining a proper data
backup solution is whether the backups will be
stored on -site, offsite or over the Internet.

On -site storage may include something as
simple as keeping copies of the backup in a
fireproof safe or duplicating information on
drives located in other rooms or floors.

Of fsite backups provide the highest level of
protection for data because the backups are located in
a different premise, such as in the next building, or a
different city, state or country. Many large companies,
such as financial institutions and telecommunications
companies, mirror data across several data centers
throughout the world. Using this approach, even a major
disaster-an earthquake or flood-would not cause
systems to fail and incur a loss of data.

Internet storage sites are becoming popular methods for
storing backup data. The benefits are similar to that of
traditional offsite storage, but without the need to purchase
and maintain equipment at the remote locations. Another
advantage is that the data is available through any su ffic ient
Internet connection, which helps to return a system to
service from alternate locations. An example would be an
office fire. Internet -based storage is typically priced by the
amount of data stored that makes it a viable option for large
organizations or individual users. The downside of Inter-
net -based storage is the inability to ultimately retrieve that
backup data without an Internet connection.

Servers
Servers play a critical role within any organization that

uses a network to store and share data between two or

18 August 2002 www.beradio.com



Accuracy - from A to B.

.

Genelec 's Double Play.
The 2029A The 2029B

S/PDIF AES/EBU

Today's audio control rooms and media production facilities

are fast becoming all -digital environments. With the prolifer-

ation of digital workstations, the only tools which aren't

digital are microphones and audio monitors. Until Now.

The 2029A and 2029B Digital Active Near -field Monitoring

Systems are complete digital solutions that complement

the interface from digital bitstream to acoustic energy.

The extremely linear, integrated D -to -A converters circuitry

used in both models offers a precision -matched electrical

interface to the dr
amplifiers.

active electronics and

This results in the best

possible resolution and

reproduction of your carefully -

crafted, all -digital productions -

whether they're from a desktop suite or

a mega -studio facility. Developed from our

highly -acclaimed 1029A analog near -field monitor,

the 2029A or 2029B can also be used in conjunction with

our 1091A subwoofer to create an incredible power -packed,

full -bandwidth stereo monitoring system. The 2029A's are

precision -aligned and balanced - from the single stereo

24 -bit S/PDIF digital input - to their highly -

efficient, 110dB/SPL matched drivers.

The 2029A is 48kHz compatible.

The 2029B offers the same

precisicn alignment

with an AES/EBU

digital interface on a

digital XLR-type input.

The 2029B is 96kHz compatible.

In both models, stereo listening leve- is controlled with

a single, front -mounted adjust knob. And like any other

Genelec Active Monitor, rear -mounted room response controls

let you match the speaker's response to your room's response.

Want to hear what digital audio really sounds like?

Audition the 2029A for an S/PDIF digital rig, or the 2029B

for your studio's AES/EBU digital network - two more great

reasons to invest in Genelec.

the whole truth and GENELEC®nothing but the truth AC1IVE NION,JRINC

Genelec, Inc 7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760 508/652-0900 Fax: 508-652-0909 www.genelec.com



Networks

more users. While
the broad defini-
tion of a network
requires at least two
users, most are
much larger and
have built a dependency on the data that
resides within their servers. Total loss of
data can mean severe operational and
financial impact for the affected company.

 Tape backups stored on -site - 30%

 Electronic tape vaulting to an off -site repository  4%

 Mirrored rink -

 Other - 6%

A summary of the most popular forms of data backup used.

Storage area networks (SAN) provide the ability to mirror
data amongst backup servers spread over a local or larger
geographic region. Disk mirroring can also be accom-
plished using a redundant array of independent disks
(RAID), where data can be simultaneously written to
multiple disks usinga variety of techniques. Other methods

include optical and magnetic based storage
devices such as tape, CD-ROM and magneto-

optical drives.Need a more
fitting headband solution?

TYPE 4066 ADJUSTABLE

MINATURE MICROPHONE HEADBAND

Quick and easy adjustment
for different users

Ideal for live performance
and broadcast applications

Robust design, superb
sonic integrity

More comfortable, more discrete...most fitting

MICROPHONES
335 Gage Ave.. Suite #1 Kitchener Ontario

Canada N2M 5E1
Tel (519) 745-1158 Fax (519) 745.2364 .

E-mail inquines@tgina corn
www.dpamicrophones.com

Workstations
Network -connected workstations can be backed

up to remote network drives. In many cases the
network is configured such that all data is auto-
matically saved to a network drive by default The
user of the workstation can download copies of
data to the local machine, but the original re-
mains on a server. A good example of this is
Microsoft Exchange Server. Users connect to the
Exchange server using Microsoft Outlook, but all
of the e-mail, contact information and calendar
information resides on the remote server. To
retrieve the latest information on the local ma-
chine,a user synchronizes with the server,which
creates copies of the desired folders.

Backing up a PC workstation, either attached or
not attached to a network, can also be accom-
plished locally using more inexpensive hard-
ware solutions such as removable hard drives,
CD-RW, high -density magnetic disk drives such
as the lomega Zip or just simple floppy disks.

Laptops
The options for backing up data from a laptop

PC are the same as that of a desktop machine, but
laptops are by definition portable, which makes
them susceptible to theft and damage.The num-
ber of laptop thefts increased 53 percent in 2001
from 2000.1 recommend that all laptop PCs use a
Windows NT -based operating systems such as
Windows 2000 Professional along with formatting
the hard drive to the NT File System (NTFS). Using
this approach, along with good user name and
password schemes, will afford a high level of
security. Files saved to drives formatted as
NTFS are not easily readable by anyone but the
most sophisticated hackers.

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, New
Market, MD.

The Networks articles have been approved by the
SBE Certification Committee as suitable study mate-
rial that may assist preparation for the SBE Certified
Broadcast Networking Technologist exam. Contact
the SBE at (317) 846-9000 or go to www.sbe.org for
more information on SBE Certification.
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IF YOU WANT TO BOOST YOUR REVENUES, PROFIT FROM OUR EXPERIENCE.

At NPR Satellite Services, we understand all the ups and downs of broadcasting-because we
do it ourselves. That's why we provide a complete set of affordable satellite solutions to support
you. If you need reliable space segment with coverage in all 50 states and the Caribbean,
cr require custom engineering design, training, and consulting-we've got the experience and
technical expertise to get your transmissions up there to generate dollars down here. To find out
more, call NPR Satellite Services at 202.513.2623. And discover some very down to earth value.

WWW.NPRSS.ORG

npr
satellite
services



FCC Update

Payola controversy heats up
By Harry Martin

an e broadcast industry have
suddenly made payola a hot issue again.
For payola has been a sleeper,

tion owners vaguely recall -
scandals involving Alan Freed in

the early days of rock n' roll. Now Congress
is getting numerous requests to take a
closer look.

Payola is the acceptance of money,servic-
es or anything of value in return for broad-
casting music or other programming with-
out disclosing on the air that the program-
ming has been paid for and by whom.The
Communications Act and FCC regulations
have prohibited payola for decades on the
theory that the public has a right to know
who is trying to persuade them.

The current concern about payola in-
volves more than the traditional payoff to
a DJ or program director. Consolidation in
the radio industry has given large radio
group owners the leverage to force record
companies to pay radio stations before the
stations will play their music. But because
direct payments are subject to the prohibi-
tion against payola, it is alleged by some
that group owners may be using alterna-
tive, less direct methods to achieve the
same end. For example, one group owner
has drawn the wrath of record companies
because it also holds a dominant position
in the music concert business. Record
companies claim the owner pressures them
to use the company's concert services for
the record companies' artists. If they don't,
the artists' songs are not played.

Another allegation is that record compa-
niesare relying on middlemen, or indepen-
dent promoters, to make improper pay-
ments. Using the record companies' mon-
ey, these promoters ostensibly pay for ad-
vance copies of stations' music playlists
but, in the process, gain access to the per-
sonnel who create the playlists and, be-
cause of the large sums involved, are able
to influence music selections. The Com-
mission's staff has stated informally,howev-
er, that such payments by independent
promoters are legal so long as there is no
quid pro quo for airplay.

Various congressmen are leading efforts to stop these
practices. Sen. Russell Feingold (D -WI) is planning to
introduce legislation that would reform the radio industry
practices that some say have led to higher concert ticket
prices and homogenized radio programming that only
features artists whose record companies or agents are
willing and able to exercise financial clout. Rep. Howard
Berman of California has called for a reversal of radio
ownership consolidation because it has concentrated
power in only a handful of conglomerates.

Industry groups such as the RIAA and AFTRA are urging
Congress and the FCC to address this issue.

While nothing may come of these initiatives during this
election year, complaints from affected businesses, public
policy groups,trade associations and consumers,particular-
ly when they come in increasing numbers, ultimately get the
attention of Congressional committees and the FCC. Stations
involved in these arrangements or promotions should
review their practices with an eye to a future crackdown.

Free time, spectrum fees proposed
Legislation sponsored by Sen. McCain (R -AZ), Sen. Fein -

gold (D-WI),Sen.Toricelli (D -NJ) and Rep. Martin Meehan
(D -MA) would require radio and TV stations to provide at
least two hours a week of free air time to candidates and
for issue -oriented programs in periods immediately prior
to elections. At least half of the donated time would have to
be in drive time or prime time and none could be during
graveyard hours (midnight -6:00 a.m.). Also under the pro-
posed legislation, broadcasters would be billed a one
percent spectrum user fee, the proceeds of which would
fund the purchase of advertising time by candidates. Candi-
dates would be issued vouchers which could be redeemed
for advertising time. The vouchers would be presented by
broadcasters to the government for payment.

This plan includes elements of the Toricelli amendment,
which proposed free time for candidates, but was defeated
during the debate on campaign finance reform last year.

Congressman Fred Upton (R-MI),who chairs the telecom
subcommittee in the House, has already announced his
opposition to the new McCain-Feingold initiative.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

The next renewal cycle begins March 1, 2003,
when stations in Washington DC, Maryland, Virginia
and West Virginia must begin broadcasting their pre-

filing renewal announcements. Renewal applications
for stations in those locations will be due June 1, 2003.
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A chance for radio to shine
So you're going to Seattle

The NAB Radio Show allows the radio industry
the opportunity to shine on its own without
being lost in the shadows of other media seg-

ments. Its core focus is on delivering audio enter-
tainment to a mass audience. However, the event
goes beyond the borders of traditional radio by
integrating information about non-traditional
radio topics, such as streaming and a station's
online presence.

The event returns to Seattle this year, which was
a successful location for the convention four
years ago. Discussions before the show always
speculate as to the success of the event, but the true
measure ofa show's success must be measured by
the individual attendee.

The sessions and show floor offer something
for almost everyone at the station. BE Radio's
NAB Radio Show preview provides plenty of
useful information to help you get the most from
the convention.
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Insight on sessions
The NAB Radio Show continues to carry the misconception

that it is only a sales and programming convent ion. The reality
is that there are three full days of technical sessions. Unfor-

tunately, the complete schedule does not appear in all the
promotional materials for the show, making it difficult for engi-
neers to show their managers that attending the convention is
important for the technical staff as well.

In addition to the technical program, there are other sessions
in the management track that cover radio technology. Between
the exhibit floor and the sessions, attendees will have plenty to
do to keep busy for three days.

Technically speaking
The Technical Workshops concentrate on radio transmission

for analog and IBOC digital systems. Each full -day workshop
features speakers who are recognized as experts in their field.
The sessions provide practical and theoretical information that
should help attendees improve their stations today and prepare
for the changes tomorrow. Workshop attendees also receive a
certificate sigurbtIngtheir attendance. Attendance may also be
used to earn SBezecertification points.
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By Chriss Scherer, editor

Workshop Scheritile
Thursday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
AM/FM Antenna Certification Workshop

AM Session Description: The first part of the
workshop will cover the RF components of AM
directional antenna systems, bandwidth optimi-
zation concepts for AM transmission, keeping
an AM directional antenna system in good repair
and tactical troubleshooting for AM directional
antennas.

AM Segment Presenters: Ron Rackley, vice pres-
ident, du Treil, Lundin and Rackley; Benjamin
Dawson, president, Hatfield and Dawson

FM Session Description: The two parts of this
segment are FM Antenna System Design and Im-
plementation Basics, which addresses antenna -
bay spacing, array factors and array -factor de-
sign, terrain effects, cavity filter systems and
directional antenna pattern development and
design criteria; and FM Antenna Maintenance,
which will focus on antenna inspection require-
ments, antenna repair, tower access plans, the
effects of tower movement on antenna perfor-
mance and antenna lifetime, FM signal strength
measurements and RFR measurements.

FM Segment Presenters: Tom Silliman, presi-
dent, Electronics Research Inc.; Bob Surette,
manager RF engineering, Shively Labs
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_7:8. A chance for radio to shine
Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Digital Radio Certification Workshop
Session Description: I'n Kluccd in cooperation

with Ibiquity Digital, this workshop will highlight
the status, station benefits, implementation and
latest cost information about IBOC. Presenters
include representatives of companies that offer
IBOC equipment. They will discuss options and
estimated costs of transition.

Presenters: Ibiquity Digital Rollout Strategy and
Status, Scott Stull, director, broadcast business

development, Ibiqui-
ty Development,
Field Testing and
Regulatory Update
Glynn Walden, vice
president broadcast
engineering, Ibiquity

Wireless Data Busi-
ness Opportunities
Pat Walsh, vice pres-
ident wireless data
business develop-
ment, Ibiquity

Wireless Data Op-
portunities in a Mo-
bile Environment Bill

Whikehart, senior technical specialist, Visteon Tom Wroblewski,
strategy and implementation engineer,Lincoln Mercury Engineering

Manufacturer Implementation Panel I Moderator: Jeff Detweiler,
Ibiquity Panelists: Eric Wandel,ERI; Bill Gould, Harris/Intraplex

Manufacturer Implementation Panel II Moderator: Jeff Detweiler,
Ibiquity Panelists: Bob Surette, Shively; Dave Chancey, Moseley

Saturday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
AM/FM Transmitter Certification Workshop

Session DescrIption:This dace -part workshop focuses on main-
tenance issues at the transmitter site. The session workbook is a
reference that can be used long after the session.The workshop will
also feature a session on preparing a transmitter site for IBOC.

Basic Troubleshooting will concentrate on diagnosing practical
transmitter problems and developing a logical strategy to correct
these problems.

A Discussion With the Transmitter Manufacturers is an opportunity
for attendees to talk with representatives from several transmitter
manufacturers. This interactive session offers a chance to learn
about various transmitter manufacturers' design approaches and
recommended maintenance and troubleshooting suggestions on
specific transmitter models.

Living Through the Nightmare -You're Off the Air will be a discus-
sion of some real off -air experiences. Attendees will learn how other
stations made it through the experience and what lessons were
learned from it.

Instructor. John Bisset, Harris

continued on page 30

RADIO HARD DISK LIVE ON AIR Production & Automation
- SYSTEM

DL4-MAX

4
 DUAL STUDIO SYSTEMS - AIR & PRODUCTION

 LIVE, SATELLITE & AUTOMATION

 VOICE TRACKING, SEGUES, PHONERS & MORE

 TRIPLE PLAY & RECORD

The DL4 is ideal for a two studio radio
station with On Air & Production Studios. With
simultaneous triple play & record, the On Air Studio has dual
overlapping play while the production studio has both Play
& Record.

4

The DL4 is a broadcast quality hard disk player and recorder. It
is not a PC computer with audio on it, but is a hard disk audio appliance
that is controlled by PC computers. If the PC fails the DL4 continues playing.
The DL4 even has a cart machine like front panel for manual control.

The Digilink Family of Hard Disk products is the #1 Satellite Automation system with 1000's
sold around the world.

Arrakis Systems inc. Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.com
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extreme digital... Harris offers one of the world's first commercial IBOC DAB exciters, DEXSTAR.

F.
from HARRIS

Industry insiders know that Harris is responsib.e for most of the innovation in

radio transmission product for the last 35 years. So 't should be nc surprise,

that Harris is also the leader in IBOC DAB products. The DEXSTAR IBOC exciter is designed by Harris engineering,

built to exacting standards in the world's largest broadcast transmitter -manufacturing facility and backed by a service

department, recognized the world over for quality and commitment. If you're looking for a digital broadcast solution,

from beginning tc end, that offers the most advanced performance and reliability, stop searching. X marks the spot

for Extreme Digital from Harris.

next !eve, solutions

SERVICE

SYSTI MS

AUTOMAT ON

TRANSMISSION
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Out and about

 Washington 
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NAB RAD1C_SHO

By Kari Taylor, associate editor

If you have some spare time while visiting
Seattle for the NAB Radio Show, take a look
around the city. Here are of some points of interest
that m ght pique your curiosity:

The Space Needle at the Seattle Center is the
recogrized symbol of Seattle. The tower stands

605 feet (184
meters) tall and
boasts fabulous
views of Puget
Sound, Mount
Rainier, the Cas-
cade and Olym-
pic mountain rang-
es and, of course,
the actual city it-
self. Built for the

1962 Seattle World's Fair, the Space Needle
celebrtes its 40th anniversary this year. Eat din-
ner at tie revolving restaurant, SkyCity, or visit
the observation deck, which is 520 feet (52
stories)high. The Observation Deck is open daily
from 8 a.m. to midnight and a ticket costs $12 for
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adults. Visit www spaceneedle.com for more intcrmation.
South of the Seattle Center is the Seattle Waterfront on

Elliott Bay. This used to be the last stop in the states for gold
prospectors heading to Alaska. Now, it is a good place to ride a
trolley or eat some fish and chips. The Waterfront is also where you
will find the Seattle Aquarium and the Omnidome Theater. Wash-
ington State Ferries also depart from the Seattle Waterfront
carrying passengers and cars to Ba i nbridge Island and the Olympic
Peninsula. Cruises toNActoria, British Columbia, also leave from the
Seattle waterfront. If you're feeling adventurous, you can even go
parasai I ing here.

Pioneer Square is home to many of Seattle's art galleries,
eateries and Web development companies. Pioneer Square is rich
in history so take the Underground Tour that visits the sunken
storefronts of whar was ground -level Pioneer Square before the
Great Fire of 1889. Klondike Gold Rush National Historic Park is
a small museum that recounts a time a century ago when gold -
seekers came to Pioneer Square on their way to the Yukon. This
historic district becomes an entertainment district after dark. But
when the sports fans and the club crowds depart, Pioneer Square
is a good place to shop, especially for books.

Speaking of sports, don't forget the NFL football season
will have started so you can always watch the Seattle
Seahawks play Arizona on Sept. 15. Beginning in
2002, Seahawks football will be played in a new
stadium, designed with a 67,000 -seat capacity and a
roof that covers 70 percent of the seating area. Buy your
tickets now-if they are not already sold out. 

STANDARD BROADCAST FURNITURE

SF1000 SERIES

$3,995
AS SHOWN

 LAMINATED PLYWOOD TOP WITH T MOLDING
 INDUSTRIAL GRADE MELAMINE VERTICALS
 REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL
 4 3/8" KICK BASE
 30 " HIGH TABLE TOP (38" OPTIONAL)
 12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
 7 - 12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS
 POP OUT REAR PANELS
 CABLE WIRE TRAYS
 OPTIONAL VENTED PANELS FOR AIR FLOW
 OPTIONAL ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
 OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
 OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

USA
(847) 487-7575

SF2000 SERIES

 LAMINATED PLYWOOD TOP 1 1/2" THICK
 RICH STAINED OAK TRIM
 LAMINATED PLYWOOD VERTICALS
 REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL

4 3/8" KICK BASE
30 " HIGH TABLE TOP (38" OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
7 - 12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS

 POP OUT REAR PANELS
 CABLE WIRE TRAYS
 OPTIONAL VENTED PANELS FOR AIR FLOW
 OPTIONAL ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
 OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
 OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

RAM

SF3000 SERIES 11

 SOLID SURFACE TOP
 RICH STAINED OAK TRIM
 LAMINATED PLYWOOD VERTICALS
 REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL

4 3/8" KICK BASE
30 " HIGH TABLE TOP (38" OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
7 - 12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS

 POP OUT REAR PANELS
 CABLE WIRE TRAYS
 OPTIONAL VENTED PANELS FOR AIR FLOW
 OPTIONAL ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
 OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
 OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC.

www.ramsyscom.com
CANADA

(705) 722-4425
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Matrix
QUITE POSSIBLY THE LAST CODEC YOU'LL EVER BUY.

i

WIRELESS

5 kHz real-time, full duplex audio on
GSM wireless phones

 Up to 10 kHz real-time, full duplex audio
on HSCSD GSM

 15 kHz real-time,
full duplex audio on
portable Inmarsat
terminals (with optional
ISDN module)

 15 kHz nonreal-time,
"Store and -Forward"
feature may be used on
nany mob le circuits

 Optional ba7tery kit
ielivers power for
J p to 7 hoLrs
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THE CODEC FOR TODAY

iSUN*

 Layer III for 15 kHz at 64 kb/s

 G.722 for wide compatibility
with other codecs

 Turbo -G.722 for 15 kHz
with only 6 mS of delay

 Layer III transmit
with G.722 return
to reduce delay

 1200 baud ancillary
data available

 Fully international terminal
adapter works worldwide

* ISDN module required

THE CODEC FOR THE FUTURE

may already include ISDN and

POTS codecs plus a slew cf other

stuff. Now they are talking about

high speed GSM digital wireless -

and coming soon...3G.

The Matrix's modular approach is

designed with th's future

in mind. The core of

the Matrix's flexibility

revolves arcund full

access to its powerful

coding engine thrcugh

easily inserted

modules and upgradeabl3 flash

memory. Whatever may be coming

down the communications pipeline,

the Matrix is ready.

POTS

15 kHz full duplex audio on a standard
telephone line

 Available in portable or
rackmount versicns

 Modular design enables
use on future circuits

 Will work at data rates
as low as 96C0 baud

 "Store and Forward' allows
15 kHz, nonreal-tine audio
transmission at any data rate

Broadcasters
General Store

vvnl1«w
2480 SE 52nd St, Ocala FL 34480-7500

Tel: (352) 622-7700 Fax: (352) 629-7000

Email: info@broadcastdealer.com www.hroadcastdealercern



A chance for radio to shine
Still more to do

Outside the technical workshops, several sessions cover topics
that may appeal to BE Radio readers.
llirsday
2 p.m. to 3:15 p.m.
FCC Rule Entonement

An update on rule changes and common violations

2 p.m. to 3:15 p.m.
WWW What's With Our Website?

A look at website strategies and profit plans

An 816,

_Known throughout the world as the best
performing, most reliable FM transmitter.

I 1 800. r.3:3-.bUl 1 www.conteiec.com

Friday
10:30 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
The FCC's Audio Service Division Speaks

Covers issues of FM allotments, new filing
requirements and more

3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Radio Station Streaming

Looks at sound recording royalties, music
licensing fees and substitutions

4:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.
Satellite Radio: Us vs. Them

Provides insight into the satellite broadcast-
ers and what stations can do to stay competitive

9 a.m. to 10:15 a.m.
IBOC Rollout-Across The Industries

IBOC implementation from the retailers' and
broadcasters' perpectives

Saboday
10:30 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
Internet Study IX

The results of the latest Arbitron/Edison
Media Research study

And another thing
If the sessions and exhibits aren't enough to

keep attendees busy,the convention will also
hold the Radio Opening Reception on the
exhibit -hall floor on Sept. 12 from 5 p.m.to 7
p.m., The FCC Policymakers' Breakfast on
Sept. 13 from 7:30 a.m. to 8:45 a.m., and the
NAB Marconi Radio Awards Reception, Din-
ner and Show on Sept. 14. The reception
begins at 6 p.m., dinner and the show begin
at 7 p.m.
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Great Software from BSI
BSI produces Simian digital automation, but did you know that we have a whole family of produ:ts for Radio?

WaveCart, Stinger, Speedy, Skimmer and WebConnect can all work together to make your statian function professionally and sound
amazing. In addition to the software that we have created, we offer partner products like AudioScience sound cards, Natural
Broadcast Systems traffic and billing software, Syntrillium's new Cool Edit Pro 2.0 and various other hardware accessories.

Any and all of our programs are available on our website for download. So install our software and play with it for as long as you
want. Once you've decided that it's the software for your station, give us a call or order online.

WaveCart
digital cart machine

$2

Skimmer
easy audio logging

$299
;."

3
-

Simian $1499
digital automation

WebConnect Pro
email remote control
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Stinger
instant audio player

j,_

$199
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Speedy 4.0 $199
CD -to -PC recorder

Over 5000 users have discovered how easy and versatile BSI software really is.

Test and try before you buy.
Broadcast
Software
International 888-bsiusa l www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com BSI



A chance for radio to shine
NAB Radio Show Exhibitors
615 Music Library 619
Advertising Edge 428
AKG Acoustics 523
Andrew 916
Arbitron 405
Armstrong Transmitter 319
Audioarts Engineering 1025
Auditronics 1025
BE Radio Magazine 102
BIA Financial Network 810
BMI 919
Broadcast Electronics 616
Burk Technology 216
CGA 910
Coaxial Dynamics 912
Communication Graphics 514
Computer Concepts 510
Comrex 526
Dalet 806
Dielectric Communications 807
DMarc Networks 331
Enco Systems 225
Energy-Onix 327
Envoy Productions 427
ERI-Electronics Research 809
EWeather 201
FamilyNet 915
First MediaWorks 109
FirstCom Music 512
Gepco International 323

Booth information current as of July 24.
Issue advertisers are shown in brown.

Harris 605 Radio Express 917
Ibiquity Digital 732 RTNDA 426
Inovonics 220 RadioSoft 536
Intl. Communications Products 532 RCS 624
Jampro Antennas/RF Systems 1015 Roll a Sign 1011
KD Kanopy 702 Royal & SunAlliance 423A
Keystone Studio 106 Rules Service Company 534
LakeSoft 832 S.W.R. 328
Larcan USA 425 Salem Radio Network 202
Logitek Electronic Systems 332 SCA Promotions 905
LPB 900 Scott Studios 801
LR Enterprises 635 Shively Labs 613
Marketron 825 Sierra Automated Systems 815
Media Professional Insurance 423B Smoke and Mirrors 219
Mediatouch 1019 SpaceCom Systems 909
Miller, Kaplan, Arase 913 Staco Energy Products 432
MobilSign 1039 Stardraw.com 531
Moseley Associates 300 Stratos Global 527
Musicam USA 315 StreamingHand Service 535
Nassau Media Partners 525 Studer 431
NRSC 922 Superior Electric 931
National Weather Service 631 The Album Network 935
Nautel 925 The Media Audit 632
NPR Satellite Services 520 Tieline America 836
Olympus Flag and Banner 326 U.S. Air Force Advertising 215
OMB 920 U.S. Tape & Label 609
Orban/CRL 611 V -Soft Communications 400
Pinnacle Media Management . 424 Valcom Limited 921
Powergold Software 819 VMS Voice Trak 324
Primedia Business 102 Wheatstone 1025
Propagation Systems 1013 Wicks Broadcast Solutions 415
Prophet Systems Innovations 206 World Division 621

/
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Remote tools BROADCAST.tools
Inm can c Problem Noiring Tool, for

Our flexible line of remote access and control equipment gays you elegantly junctional solutions for your controlequipment without the need for "custom boxes'

DC -8 Plus Dial -Up Remote Control
Controls and monitors $ external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible
programmable features.

MC -18 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler
Full -featured telephone line coupler/hybrid provides
32 programs; 32 ASCII strings (DTMF to ASCII);
64 macros; 16 relays; auto answer;
4 -digit access codes and more.

SRC -16161. Serial Remote Control
&pipped with 16 opto- isolated and CMOS/171. compatible
inputs and 16 -Relay (Form C) outputs that may be
controlled front a host computer or a pair of units can be
used in a stand-alone confutation (relay extension cord).

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller
Stores and controls up to 160 events with Hour/
Minutes/Seconds, Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with
Daylight Savings Time correct ion. 20 SPST relays and/or
32 serial custom commands provided.

DC -8 Plus MC -16

PSC-II Programmable Schedule Controller
Intended for controlling up to two RS-232/RS-422
serial devices; 16 - SPDT relays; auxiliary serial ports
and relays all in a single rack space. The PSC II
controls functions by either scheduled time and date.
time and day of week, serial port commands and
remote input contact closures.

SRC -32 Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 32 opto-isolated and CMOS/TTI.
compatible inputs, 16 open -collector outputs and
8 -Relay (Form C) outputs that may be controlled
from a host computer or a pair of units may be
used in a stand-alone configuration (relay
extension cord).

SRC -8 Serial Remote Control
I Ire !sItt. ti pros ides a mesas of adding 8 channels of
remote control to RF, wireline, and fiber type STI.
systems and may also be used with dedicated modems
(full and half duplex models).

oseeposessmi
SRC -1616L SRC -31

PSC-II

UI-411 Universal interface
Perini kw adding logic tunct tons to ncxdxuskal switdtes/nias.
adding remote !unctions to transmittercontml/bgic,deteding
phoncline"rinr, etc.

AVR-8 Alarm Voice Response
L:,,,d as a sokc response and ientote control system.
the AVR-8 automatically reports changes detected on
any of its eight digital inputs to a remote telephone
and/or pager.

SSM Smart Silence Monitor
Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is
detected.

BOR-4 (Box '0 Relays)
The I3OR - 4 provides four independent 2PDT relay
interfaces with two optically isolated or 5 -volt
TTUCMOS compatible inputs.

SRC -8

41111=6;
I Ill AVR-8 SSM BOR-4 PSC

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!
web: www oroadcasttools com  email: support@broadcasttools.com  phn: 360 -
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PROPHET SYSTEMS INNOVATIONS

Prophet Systems has the solutions
to all your broadcast needs!

Now, more than ever, you need to maximize your time, energy and

money. You know our reputation for quality and reliability, and now

you can own a Prophet, even if you're not in the market for a new

automation system! Introducing our new standalone products:

Remote Buddy
Revolutionize remotes and generate non-traditional revenues with our portable, standalone system.

It's like having your studio hard drive in a suitcase! We can enhance your next remote or special

event with sound effects, theming, lighting control, video signage... anything you need.

 Show video productions on your monster truck or van during your next parade or remote

 Develop non-traditional revenue streams with a traveling dance machine

 Brand your station and increase your listening audience

Searchlights, spotlights and dancing logos are now within your reach

MusicGEN
Announcing a revolutionary breakthrough in music scheduling with MusicGEN. Now you can own or

lease your music scheduler. One station, one lease rate, one purchase rate, regardless of market size.

We're so sure you'll like MusicGEN, we'll let you test the software for 60 days. At the end of 60 days,

you can lease MusicGEN for $150 a month, or you can buy the software for $3500, the choice is yours.

This is an introductory rate, so act now.

Complete Broadcast Solutions
NexGen Digital is designed to meet the complex needs of today's broadcasters through high levels of

system redundancy and connectivity, as well as database fault tolerance capabilities. The system is

engineered to anticipate future growth. And, our entry level product,
NexGen Digital NS starting at $9,999, allows you to select only

the features that meet your particular needs and budget size.

We are now offering financing options!
PROPHET SYSTEMS

877/774-1010
www.prophetsys.com

THE FUTURE OF DIGITAL TEC/



ABy Barry Thonas, CPBE C3NT

While the actual disaster was not that

severe, the legal and political issuEs

surrounding the famous Hollywood

building made the task of resuming

business that much more difficult

Broadcast engineers generally enjoy a certain amount o' crisis. Most
like being resourceful and ;witching to battle mode w-i ?,n there is
a serious problem that threatens to keep the stations off I- e air. It's

a good 'say to test one's mettle. When a fire left the Lotus Commun -
cations stations in Los Angel i I peril, Chief Engineer Jot- r Cooper
had the opportunity to test his mettle as a broadcast enginee:

Lotus Communications owns three stations in the Los Angeles
area. KWKW-AM 1330 is a 5kW Spanish -language talk -for rriz t radio
station that simu.casts on its sister stat ion KWKU-AM 1220. lc WKW
serves me Spanish -language segment of Southern Cali'c nia's
population and is the Spanish voice of the LA Lakers, Doc ers,
Sparks and Chivas. KIRN-AM 670, Radio Iran is America's first
commercial Irar ian-language station serving another segment
of the multi -cultural Los Angeles area.

KWKW, KWIkal and KIRN studios were on the 6'h anc 15h
floors i n a land markbu ilding at Hollywood's Sunset and Vice.
The building was a 20 -story hign-rise that offered a breath k-

ing view of the LA basin from its 360 Club on the top. TI E
building, memorialized in the 1974 disaster film Earthqinke,
is on the Hollywood Walk Of Fame.

On Dec. 6, MI , disaster real) struck the so-called Earth -
q uakeTower when the ma i r. electrical room in the basement
was destroyed by fire. The building was built in 1964 anc
didn't have man)/ electrical backups and improvements
that are requirad today. Although the building was struc-
turallysound arid all the electrical and plumbingwas fine,
the entire bu Iding was evacuated. Everything was
destroyed at the main building electrical bottleneck
meaning no elevators,no I i ghti ng,no non -battery emer-
gency lights. The building was dark-except for the
stations. The radio stations were operating from their

34 August 2002



A Simple Console
r a More Complicated World

 A Digits r ' f;-1 Ee Ur

 Bcth-An og & Digltal I/O for Flexibility
oefinIM

 CoisJrier Analog /0 for Ease of Installation

Power'ul Telephone Interface Suppo-tS 2 Callers

Introductory Sale Price of$2 50011
afireirisA

ysfems
Fp- more dEtailed infcrna icri visit us Et. www.arrakis-systems.com cr call: 29701461-0730
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 Modular, 18 Input Channel Mainframe
 12 or 18 Input Channel Models
 Powerful Telephone Interface
 VCA's, so your Audio Stays Clean
 Beige or Platinum Color Choice

One of the most powerful analog radio consoles ever

built is on sale at an incredible price ...35% off.

Arrakis has done this by offering our two

most popular models in this sale and building them

in volume. They both use the 18 input channel

mainframe. The 12K18-12 features 12 input modules

and the 12k18-18 has a full load of 18 input modules.

This is a $2,380 savings on the 12 channel model

and a $2,945 saving on the 18 channel model.

The Arrakis 12.000 -XP gives you all of the

power. flexibility, ease of installation, and ease of

service that only a modular console can provide.

The XP version of the 12.000 is available in two

color choices, the standard beige or high-tech

platinum. For an ultra -low profile the 12,000 is even

available with a through -table mount.

Take advantage of this opportunity to upgrade

your station and call TODAY.

prr [AI

1!I 13-1/

$1,695
normally $7,075

12F13-13

$51310
normally $8,755

MODULAR CONSOLE
easy to setup, change, and expand

EASY TO INSTALL
simple connectorized installation

for more detailed information visit us at: www.arrakis-systems.com o' call (970) 461-C730
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MODULAR MAINFRAME
18 input position model shown. Available in 8, 18. & 28 module
sizes. Universal design allows any module in any positiar. Fully
shielded with metal side panels. All electronics is on moiLles for
ease of repair. I/O connectors are under VU meter panel fcr ease
of access while in use (no connectors under modules).

Meter Off -air Audio
A meter selector for

the 3rd set of meters
displays either the Utility
bus or Monitor selection
to meter off air feeds

Separate NB
input select
switches with
label area
reduces
cperator error

ron-fatiguing.
colored eyelet
switches reduce
eye strain caused
by bright LED
indicators

high quality P&G slide
faders with conductive
plastic elements and cue
detent

VCAs (voltage controlled
amplifiers) remove the audio from
the faders so that your audio
remains clean after your faders
become dirty

3 stereo output
buses with mono
mixdowns

Mic modules
feature turret
logic, inserts,
direct outputs,
and more

Large LED
digital timer

0

COLORS & DESIGNS
The console is ayailatpe in standard Arrakis
beice or in Arrakis plat num. as well as in the
star dard tabletop conf guration or low profile
through -table option.

Monitor Selector
wrh two Extema

inputs

Stereo line modules
feature relay isolated
source control logic,

insers,and more...

Rugged, FULL size.
engravable. 5 milifon

operation, illuminated.
On -off switches

TELEPHONE INTERFACE
Unlike less sophisticated consoles that require a separate
telephone section of the console with one more thing for your
on air talent to learn, this console has the telephone system
built in. Just flip an internal switch on the channel connected
to your phone hybrid and then use the console as normal.
Listen to the caller by placing him into cue. Use the Program
bus for on air, and use the Audition bus for off-line work.
What could be easier?

MONITOR SYSTEM
powerful and yet easy
to use monitoring for
the Control room AND
two studios

Digital
Timer
control

3 studio
/ intercom

Monitor &
Headphone
volume use

custom
conductive

plastic
elements

with
stainless

steel shafts

Six position remote
selector moduies for

input or output
selection (optional)

N
Modules feature

p:Ilycarbonate overlays
'not paint) for scratch

resistance and long term
durability

CUE SYSTEM
stereo for proper monitoring. Features

Auto -cue into the monitor speakers
so that ypu never need to drop the
monitor evel to hear what you are

cueing.

MODULES
A wide variety of modules are available for
this main'rame. A six nput remote selector

mocule, distribution amplifier module,
machine control modu e, mic input modules,
stereo line input mocules, advanced input

modules with panning and mode select.

F6CTOny- rI ) - VASP:0471 Ole rgfl ra--rfjFiip
wrikaarls r,Wrfi

for more detailed information visit us at: www.arrakis-systems.com or call (970) 461-0730



An Elegant Answer
to a Difficult Question -

ow GO I furnish my new 7.3clio Station?

 Cus:om-or Off -the -Shelf or De ivery in Days

 On :he Air Everywhe-e - Rome . . .

Tokyo .. .

New York .

Modu ux
Line

For rrore detailed nforriaition visit us aT:
arfel frig

sysferns Inc. it
www.arrakis-systeris.com Dr :al (970) 441-3739 AF-,



Radio Promotes. Radio Provides.

Radio has Power
ptemher 1 abonwred by

Radio Show Keynote
I eiguiry

WESTWOOD ONE

5,1struored by:

lemilig"ASCAP

Saturday. September 14

NAB Marconi Radio Awards
Re inner & Show

Jelt Foxworthy

September 12-14,2002  Seattle, WA
Washington State Convention and Trade Center

The power of new ideas. The power of cutting -edge sales
strategies. The power of making the right contacts at
exactly the right time. Tr is is the degree of power that
we've harnessed for you this September at The NAB
Radio Ehow.

Friday, Set tember 13

Group Executive Super Sess on

Sam Donaldson
tca

ABC Radic Networks

Mark Mays
wear Qlannel

Com mur ications

Don't Miss the ALL NEW Technical Workstops
featuring the latest developments in IBOC
implementation! For more information, visit:
www.nab.org/conventions/radioshow

Exhibiting Information: Traci Mulligan, 21.; 429.5336
Sponsorship Information: Brad Williams, 202.775.3514

Ed C iristian David Field
s Entercom Communications

Mary Catt. erine Sneed Bill Stakelin
Radio "Jile inc Regent Communications

THE NAB

10
SWow



The rTowe
and theInferno

own generator without a hitch. Proper disaster plan-
ning had kept the station from suffering a debilitating
shutdown-almost.

Because the building had no elevators, lights or
life -safety electricitythe fire chiefs would not let the
station personnel remain inside and work within
the spaces operating on the generator. Cooper got
to work. First he instructed the station producers, The transformer vault is accessed through this underground

opening.

Easy A

MARTI can make your next remote broadcast a breeze.
With products designed and produced with
cutting edge technology at a MARTI price.

STL-20C
The easy to tune STL-20C

delivers more power,
reliability and better cooling.

MARTI

DIGITAL CELLCAST
The digital version of our popular Cellcast
transmitter is the easiest to use -
more rugged and capable of re -note
broadcasting from virtually anywhere n
the world. Just turn it on and go!

MLR

SRPT-40A
The SRPT-40A is highliy rehab c
and feature packed. how, the
exact frequency can be dialed in
from the front panel, from 4.30
MHz through 480 MHz, making it
easier than ever to use. Other fre-
quency bands available in 2002.

www.martielectronics.con-

817-735-8134
.2002 Broadcast Electron.", Inc. MARTI is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics In.. - 302 EE2

announcers and whoever would help to
retrieve all the mixers, cables, microphones
and remote equipment they could carry
down 15 flights of stairs. This equipment
would be needed to set up temporary
studios. The fire chief allowed them one
visit to get the equipment. At the same time,
Cooper worked with the fire chief and
inspectors to allow him to use the building
if he could secure a generator large
enough to support all building emergen-
cy lighting, life -safety equipment and
at least one elevator. He then found
and ordered a 1,500kW generator that
would suffice.

Unfortunately, the stations were not out
of the woods yet. The fire inspectors
reconsidered their previous decision .They
could not allow the building to be occu-
pied because too much of the electrical
feeder equipment was destroyed and was
considered unsafe. The fire chief allowed
the station one more trip into the building
before sealing it. Again more salvageable
equipment was brought down including
105 computers, which would serve the
studios and sales departments of all the
stations. This included the Audisk auto-
mation computers.

Back to plan A
Cooper packed as much equipment as

he could fit into vehicles and started a long
drive to the KWKU city of license,Pomona,
CA, to begin operating KWKW and KWKU
from their main studios. He used the equip-
ment at that studio along with remote
equipment and an Audisk system to get
the station back on the air and operating
with all programs, including commercials,
within six hours of the fire.

KIRN didn't have a separate studio loca-
tion like KWKW so Cooper had to be more
creative with his solution. The stations
leased space from an uplink/translator
site in the west San Fernando Valley. The
landlord had a small studio at this location,
which also served as an uplink facility for
Di recTV1he landlord allowed KIRN to use

10 August 2002 www.beradio.com



The New
MASTER II

III CONTROL
XV

Three more reasons to
make the switch!

Internet Voice Tracking Living Log
Use top talent from across
town or around the wDrld.
norelliMatrxr-

441[7111111.111115'=.'-"'"
11 MN=

24 Hour Support
The average RCS support call is
answered by a real human being in 12.5
seconds.* If you have a question, we've
got the answer no matter what time.

*From internal document (7/1/2001- 6/30/2002)
based on more than 27,000 calls.

No rrore copying log out and
:nto tile Audio. All schedule
changes are immediate.

 -- IVid- mum
OOOOOO

See the difference, hear the difference, get the best!
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Sound Software

Master Control is SelectorR smart.
For live -assist, automation, satellite,
Internet and remote broadcasting.

Call, click or email now:
914-428-4600

info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.corn/howitwo-ks
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this remote location as
its studio. More remote
equipment and anoth-
er automation system
were quickly wired and
LAs Radio Iran was on
the air again within 24
hours after the disaster.

The new studio space is being prepared for the early 2003
move -in.

This was sufficient to get the stations back on the air for the short
term. Un fortunately, the damage at the Sunset Vine Towerwas signif-
icant so reoccupation of the space was not going to be soon in
coming,if ever. The challenge now was to find a home for the studios
and offices of the station for an extended period of time.

Just a block down Vine Street,at the corner of Hollywood and Vine,
Hispanic Broadcasting had just vacated itsstudios, which housed the
historic 1 OQ radio station. Lotus qu ic kly made arrangements to lease
the space and use whatever equipment and furnishings that were left
to make a temporary home for all three stations. Fortunately, the
facilities included raised studio flooring, furniture, racks and infra-
structure sufficient to serve the stations. All available c onsoles, mixers,
cables and microphones that could be acquiredwere installed. Core
drilling through 20 floors was necessary for all the cables needed. Six
hundred telephone pairs were run in addition to the more than 200
pairs already in place for the HBC stations. Within a month's time,105
employees of Lotus Communications' LA stations had a new home
and were back to normal production and broadcasting.

Still more to come
There were more trials to be had. Access would be limited for a

significant time while legal hassles, liabilities and even criminal
neglegence issues were being settled. Lotus decided that it would
be best to be in control of its own facilities and purchased a building
overlooking the Hollywood Hills near Universal Studios. This
building has facilities for 11,500 square feet of new station space per
floor. Lotus is preparing the space for a January or February 2003
move -in. The new location has also presented an opportunity for
the station to install a nearly turnkey studio using routers, consoles,
components and systems provided and built by Wheatstone.
Thomas is a contract engineer in Los Angeles and chief technology
officer of Stratosaudio.

FJ-500IIJack
CELL PHONE INTERFACE

°le
FEATURES:

o Use With Most Hand Held Cell Phones
o Two Headphone Jacks
o Two Mic Inputs
o Separate Line Input
o Connection To Standard Telephone.
o Operates on 'AA' Batteries or external

power
o A Separate Headphone Cue Switch

For More Flexibility
o Balanced Line Output
o Shoulder Strap Slots
Call For More Information

CON EX
ELECTRO-SYSTEMS

Cell Phone

1602 Carolina Street Bellingham, WA 98229
www.conex-electro.com conex@conex-electro.com
360-734-4323 800-645-1061

Connect To
Standard
Telephone In
Event Of No Or
Poor Cell Phone
Connection
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Create Maximum Impact

in the Pro Audio and

Music Industry Markets!

The Mix Master Directory firmly

stands as the industry standard

guide to professional audio. Be

sure to include your products,

facilities or services in this 16th

annual edition. Now expanded to

include musicians' resources with

bonus newsstand distribution!

Visit

www.mixonline.c

to sign up for your

free listing.

Questions about

the 2003 MMD?

Call 800 -344 -LIST

or email

mmd@prim e abusiness.com

OnDllilE HAS BEES EliTEDDED. ACT pm!
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Many digital console
designs can be operated as

complete stand-alone units, or they
can be integrated with audio engines

and router frames for greater versatility.

Less Money The newer control room

audio console designs
By Steve Fluker

may look and operate like

consoles of the past, but they are not. What is under the hood is different and

doing a little research may save you money and make your job much easier.

'nee the mid -1980s, radio station control rooms have been
volving from analog to digital, first with CDs and then
AT. Before long, reel-to-reel recorders were replaced by

computer digital editors, and portable cassettes were replaced
with mini -disc recorders. Even the CD is now being replaced
by computer audio storage.

As digital technology evolved, more and more equipment was
being designed with digital inputs and outputs. Unfortunately,
engineers had to ignore these digital ports and continue to use
the balanced audio standards because of the limited availability
of digital audio consoles. When the first digital on -air consoles
hit the market, they were expensive, controlled by a computer

that made them subject to crashing, and had fixed numbers of
digital and analog inputs, making them less flexible. Today there
are a wide variety of digital boards designed to fit any need and
budget so there is no excuse for not considering them.

More complex than analog
One of the reasons for the late arrival of digital consoles was the

complexity of their design. An analog design passes the audio
through an adjustable resistor or potentiometer and through a
buffer audio stage, and then bridges the output of multiple
channels to a common mixing bus (see Figure 1). Digital no longer
deals with a varying analogvoltage, but rather changing the digital
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Settling for flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded, mids? Shrill, a inoying high end
that you just can't tune out of your current processor? Is your only comfort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad or worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020MkIII.

Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudness while maintain-
ing clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the ',lids are detailed and for-
ward, and the highs are open and natural. The 2020MkIII is so powerful, yet so clean, it is
the only "broadcast" processor used in world class post production and mastering facilities.

With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own unique sonic
signature ....a sound that you'll never want to get rid of.

Call us today to audition the new 2020MkIll at your station.

API-1E3CSYSTEMS
Improving the way the world soundss
11068 Randall Street, Sun Va ley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com

Aphex is a registered trademark of Aphex Systems
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data itself. Passing data through a device
isn't the problem. Varying the volume and mixing
digital data streams makes it more complicated.

Figure 2 shows one method of adjusting and
mixing the audio digitally. A digital data input feeds
a level processor that, like a calculator, performs a
mathematic function to the signal. The console pot

Analog
Input 1

Analog
Input 2

Input
Gain Tim

rt411

Input
Gain T im

Console
Pot

Console
Pot

Output

Program
Mixing

Bus

Figure 1. A block diagram of a traditional analog audio console.

provides a control signal that instructs the processor to vary the
digital signal level. The converted data is used as a multiplier of the
original digital audio data. (SeeA Point Worth Making,page 53.) The
level of each input must be individually adjusted and then mixed
together. Like the analog counterpart, this mix process sums the
data of all the inputs into a new digital bitstream.

New flexibility for digital
To be practical for a radio control room, consoles must have the

flexibility of accepting digital and analog inputs.To accomplish this,
an analog input will pass through an A/D converter. Manufacturers
use a variety of methods to handle the conversion of analog inputs.
Some have different modules for analog or digital inputs, which are
ordered according to specific needs, much like ordering micro-
phone or line input modules on analog consoles. Others use one
type of module with a separate add-on circuit board used to select
digital or analog. This method gives a one -module -fits -all solution
and makes future changing of a module from analog to digital easy
and relatively inexpensive. Some of the high -end consoles will have
A/D converters available for any input allowing the user to easily
make changes in the console configuration without purchasing
anything new.

When designing a new studio,carefully consider the audio console.
With so many available options,don't rely on what you already know
While modular analog consoles are still available and work well for
some applications,there are newer and better ways to control audio.
The first consideration is to decide if the studio will be part of a
consolidation project and one of many studios in the facility, or if it is
to be used as a stand-alone installation. Next, note every source that
will be needed in the room. For larger projects, consider a console
that can be easily interfaced to a routing switcher system. Many
modular consoles offer custom drop -in modules, which are com-

COMET NORTH AMERICA
421 Wards Corner Road

Cincinnati, Ohio 45140

Ph:1513) 831-5000

Fx: 1513) 831-7889

www.cometna.com

list!Alt;/tat
. ;
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4. Professional HV test equipment to
regularly test spares

ID Teamed in North America with Kintronic
Labs to provide engineering expertise to
broadcasters

Kintronic Labs, Inc
144 Pleasant Grove Road

Bluff City, TN 37618

Ph:(423) 878-3141

Fx: 14231878-4224

www.kintronic.com
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Model no. Bags Max. Input Power Price

MP -1 1 500 W 5250

MP -2 2 800 W 5650

mP-3 3 800 W 5950

MP -4 4 800 W 51,250

mP-4R 4 2000 W 51,750

MP -5 5 3000 W 52,250

MP -6 6 3000 W 52,700

f PI Inm Plit111. ,r Pn, 1r antennas.

Model no. Bays max. Input Power Pike
GP -1 1 1500 W S350

GP -2 2 3000 W 51,350

GP -3 3 4500 W S1,800

GP -4 4 6000 W 52,500

GP -5 5 6000 W $2,900

GP -6 6 8000 W $3,500

Model Ro. Bays Max: Input Power Price

SGP-1 1 1000W $650

SGP-2 2 6000 W S2,450

SGP-3 3 8000 W S3,500

SGP-4 4 8000 W S4,301

SGP-5 5 8000 W $5,100

SGP-6 6 8000 W 55,900

SGP-6R 6 15000 W S6.500

Please Contact the OMB limerica
Sales Department, for other

antenna systems configurations

EUROPE

Commercial & T.V. Factory:
Avda. San Antonio, 41
Telefs 916.50.46.96 (6 lines)
Fax 916 46 31 10
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA
(Zaragoza)

Antenna & Radio Factory:
Camino de los Albares, 14, bajos
Telefs.: 976.50. 35. 80 16 lines)
Fox 916.50. 38. 55
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA  (Zaragoza)
Internet. http //www omb es
e-mail. ombcom@infonegocio.com
Video(onferenre(RDSI) 976 46 32 00

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION

3100 NW 72 nd. Avenue Unit 112

MIAMI, Florida 33122

Ph.: 305411-0973 - 305 417-097416 lines)

Fax. 305471-0611

Internet. http://www omb min

e-mail:ombusoObellsouth net

Videoronference: 1 305 5940991/92

The b election

TU 5 Radio antenna systems
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patible with many of the popular routing
switchers on the market and actually serve as a
controller for the switcher. These replace the old
remote line selectors and allow selection of any

source that is connected to the router instead of being limited to
just eight or 10 inputs. Some of the newer consoles also provide
serial data ports, which can connect directly to the router and will
allow routing of the machine logic.

Another type of console is the router -based console. These
control surfaces don't use individual modules with audio inputs
and outputs, but rather directly control the audio inside the routing
switcher itself. With this type of system, the mixing bus for the
console is created in a single routing-switcher output. Typically, a
single output of the routing switcher will actually have as many as
24 or more internal mixing cells, with the volume level of each cell

individually controlled by a different pot on the
console. There are several benefits to this type
of arrangement, the main advantage being flex-
ibility. All audio sources and their associated
remote control functions are connected to the
routing switcher and become a pool of sources.
This allows any source to appear in any studio,
on any console or even multiple locations on a
control surface. These systems can allow literal-
ly hundreds of inputs to be available on a single
console and every pot on the board becomes
a routing-switcher controller/selector. These
consoles can be programmed so that each
announcer can have his own layout on the
console. This is great for complex formats such
as news -talk stations. Another benefit is that the
electronics and wiring are dramatically reduced.
These consoles typically are connected with
one CATS cable, a multi -conductor cable for
GPI logic inputs and outputs, and a power cord.
While they might not be modular in design,

001100
mom

Digital 111001Input 0-
V

Console
Pot

Analog_ -1:1c=r-
Input w

V

Console
Pot

000100

-D
Curwerk-r

4-D
Converter

A - D
C(.n.A.rti

Gain

010

000100

Gain
Multi. her

011

Level
Processor

Level
Processor

001000

( 11100

Mixing
Processor

Summing

0(11000

wo
=0101

Program
Output

010100

Figure 2. Conceptual diagram ola digital audio console.
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iMediaLogger
definition: The most complete, affordable, and easy -to -use
automated audio recording solution available.

iMediaLogger frees you from the costly
maintenance of conventional and outdated
equipment used for logging, recording, and
skimming including reel to reel, DAT, and VCR recorders with a
single computer workstation.

This award -winning product, allows you simultaneously record
multiple bandwidth and compression formats including MP2,
MP3, Window Media Audio, Real Audio, PCM, and ADPCM.

Completely scalable, iMediaLogger allows you to record up to
16 mono or stereo audio sources on one computer and includes
several convenient features including a built in web browser
interface to access your recordings anytime, from anywhere.

The next time you need to log, skim, or record, save yourself
-and your station- plenty of time, money and headaches. With
iMediaLogger, you will never have to change a tape again.

To learn more about 'Media Logger, visit:

www.omt.net or call 1-888-665-0501

tt.r I If I, X III
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they are lightweight, and one person can
swap an entire console in as little as five minutes
without taking the station off the air or causing a
glitch in the audio.This is because there is no audio
passing through the console. Think of the console
as a fancy keyboard to a computer. All of the audio
inputs and outputs are connected and remain in
the routing switcher itself. With the reduction of

A router -based design relies on an
audio engine to handle the routing and mixing functions. The consoles
are just control surfaces.

electronics comes a lower price as well. You may be surprised at
how much more you

m1111111111.11

F

109 W. Knapp Ave, Edgewater, FL 32132

Phone 1-888-RADI095 in the US

Globally, phone 1 386 426 25 1
Online go to www radiosoft corn

When
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your

CE

 Search for FCC license data online
 Locate potential frequencies
 Automatic interference calculations
 Accepted and used by the FCC
 Real time 3D displays

 Fast, accurate, cost effective mapping

Considered by many to be the industry leader.
Broadcast Professionals can count on RadioSoft for fast,

accurate radio mappingA

can do for the same money you would
spend on a conventional router and con-
trol console.

There is a downside. Because there are
no direct inputs or outputs on the control
board, outputs from microphones and CD
players must be wired out of the control
room to the equipment room to be direct-
ly connected into the routing switcher.
Still, you will find a significant reduction in
wiring between the equipment room and
control room.

Some manufacturers are introducing
hybrid systems to address this rack room/
control room routing issue. Routing con-
trol modules are used for the sources
coming from outside of the room. Direct
inputs are provided within a room for
sources that originate there. In most cases,
these local sources still appear on the
central routing system and are available
elsewhere in the facility. These hybrid
systems still use serial ports connected to
the routing switcher for control of the
common sources and logic on the router.

Digital features
As digital technology continues to move

forward so do the featuresand capabilities of
the consoles. Control boards with digital
displays to indicate the source of each pot
are common. This eliminates the added
expense for etching legends on the on/off
button caps, and prevents the unsightly la-
bel -maker tape stuck to everything.

More features now appear on the con-
soles as well. Digital consoles now have
built-in microphone processors, equalizers,
compressor/limiters and other digital ef-
fectssuch as reverb and flanging, which can
be used on any channel on the control
surface. While some of the high -profile
talent may still want to use their favorite
outboard processors, the quality of these
built-in digital effects is good, and they are
ideal for processing RPU receivers and
codecs, or cleaning up telephone caller
audio. It can also be a cost -saving measure
for smaller -market stations, eliminating the
need for expensive outboard processing
and effects. The built-in processing can be

50 iiiitju:,1 2002
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FM Transmitters

All Power levels 20 watts to 30,000 watts
100% Solid State or Grounded Grid

Grounded Grid
Models Feature
 Solid State High

Performance Exciter
 Solid State Driver
 Ease of Installation
 Fast Delivery
 Motor Driven Tuning
 Complete Front Panel

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available
 LED Read out on front

panel shows operating
parameters

1111,      0,

Solid State FM Transmitters
Featuring the latest Cold Mos fett Design

Models range from 20 watts to 10,000 watts

20 watt Exciter 850.00
100 watt Transmitter 2,000.00
250 watt Transmitter 3,000.00
350 watt Stereo Transmitter 3,500 00
500 watt Transmitter 4,000.00

1,000 watt Transmitter
Many other models to choose from

7,000 00

Transmissions Line
Superior Broadcast Products offers a wide
range of transmission line and accessories

1/2 inch Foam Coax as low as $1.40 per foot
7/8 inch Foam Coax as low as $3.50 per foot

1 5/8 inch Foam Coax as low as $8.50 per foot
2 1/4 inch Foam Coax as low as $12.00 per foot

Call for prices on other sizes

High Performance Digitally Synthesized FM Exciter

:0J111111_;--

I -)
Studio to Transmitter Link
Frequency Agile Composite
Transmitter and Receiver

111111111111

111111111111

Both Transmitter and Receiver $3,500.00
Transmitter
10 watt output
Stereo or Mono
Full Metering
Two SCA inputs

Receiver
Active band pass filter
Full Metering
Fast Delivery
Two SCA outputs

One year limited warranty

FM Antennas
Power Levels from 500 to 20,000 watts per bay

One bay
Two bay
Four bay
Six bay

500 watt input
500 watt input
2,000 watt input
3,000 watt input

495.00
1,200.00
1,990.00
3,500.00

Broadband Medium Power
Two bay 3,000 watt input 2,400.00
Three bay 3,000 watt input 3,400.00
Three bay 10,000 watt input 4,000.00
Four bay 3,000 watt input 4,400.00
Four bay 10,000 watt input 4,800.00
Six bay 3,000 watt input 6,250.00
Six bay 10,000 watt input 7,000.00
Eight bay 10,000 watt input 9,500.00

Many other models and power levels

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, TX 75248
Ph. 800/279-3326  Fax 800/644-5958 972/473-2577
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assigned not only to inputs, but also to any
of the output buses as well. This gives the user the
abilityto take a clean program mix bus Loan airchain,
then take a second progra
processed within the consol

sources such as

Smaller control surfaces
can be used to provide complete
access to all audio sources and
destinations without occupying a
large space.

m mix bus, specially
e, and feed it to other
a streaming audio serv-

er. Digital consoles

also provide more
auxiliary and mix/
minus buses than
their analog coun-
terparts, thus ad-
dressing the needs
of complex formats.

Expect to see more
features in the future

such as a built-in ob-
scenity delay for morn-

ing and talk shows. With
the built-in digital effects

and the ability to accept
any type of input source
(AES,SPDIF,Iiberanalog bal-
anced and unbalanced),
thousands of dollars can be

saved on outboard processing and matching devices.
Manufacturers need to remember to keep the control room

console simple and not make drastic changes that the on -air
announcers must deal with. Announcers like to say that they have
the latest in technology but don't like to deal with job changes.

The production room is a different story. New production con-
soles have built-in features that rival, and in some cases outperform,
some of the best outboard effects. They can also directly interface
with digital editors to offer a complete package with full automation
of faders, EQ, panning and digital effects. Because they can be
complex, many of these consoles allow all of the settings to be stored
as a project. Any saved project can be instantly restored. These new
production consoles offer incredible power at exceptional prices.
A fully loaded digital production board with built-in effects and
more than 70 inputs can cost less than $10,000. Once again, there
is a downside.These consoles have become complex and take time
to learn to operate.This is not a problem forthe production manager
who uses it every day,however,it can be intimidating forannouncers
or otherstaff members to come in and quickly record a voice track.
Having a smaller, more traditional dub room available for this type
of work may be useful.

Take time to pre -plan a new studio before jumping into a console
purchase. It takes a change in yourway of thinking, but with proper
planning, you will be able to have astate of the art digital facility with
flexibility you probably never thought about all for a price tag that
might be less than you imagined. f
Fluker is the director of engineering of Cox Radio, Orlando, FL.
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"On the eleven -thousand -foot peaks
of Utah, winter access to your
transmitter site means you get
there wit-) a helicopter, on
snowshoes or snowmobiles, or wait
until July and drive in. In our
extreme ocations, dependability
and performance are required.

That's why Shively Labs makes the
only high -power antennas we use."
Kevin Terry
Director of Engineering

illcreek Broadcasting
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Fait -P/07) 273 Model 6600 10 -bay dual -station antennae
sales@shively.com - www shuvelyttelf G and KMXU, Nephi/Manti, UT
An_Employee-Owned Company Certified to IS0:20110
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A point worth making
By Kevin Nose

Digital doesn't guarantee perfection in the production domain. The way that audio data is processed can actually cause
unwanted noise in an aspiring!y pristine mix.

The key point to unde-stand i i a production environment is that with any desired final dynamic range and signal-to-noise
goal, there must be an even greater internal dynamic range and signal-to-noise capacity to make that goal possible. Without
it, the nl merous round -off errors that are always present from digital signal processing could accumulate to the point where
they become audible. So even though 16 bits of resolution go a long way to represent a final mix with 96dB of dynamic
range, intermediate stages of the signal chain deserve more.

Consider the following worst -case
scenario where the amplitude of one
16 -bit signal is being scaled down
almost entirely, for instance by 95dB.
Ideally tie result woulc maintain all
accuracy and support 96+95d1 of
dynamic range, but that would
require a lengthy 32 bits of resolution
to correctly represent. The add tional
16 bits would have to be added to the
bottom, or least -significant side of the
sample, for this to wont properly.
Systems that add additional resolution
in this way are making use of fixed-
point logic, because each sample has
an implicit scale associated with it
and each bit in the sample rep-esents
a knows magnitude. The name comes
from the idea that the Linary point
(the base -2 equivalent of a decimal
point) for each sample is fixed to a
predefined location. With this added
resolution, any round -off errors
caused ay the scaling process would
be too small to influence a final 16 -bit
output. Because of this benefit it isn't
uncommon to find systems that make
use of 40 or more bits of fixed joint
resolution per internal audio sample.

Other systems employ floatirg-point
logic to support a large internal
dynamik range. These systems
associate a second parameter with
each sample that defines the scale of
that sample. This paraneter, called the
exponent, can help represent a
massive dynamic range (-1,000dB
with a 0 -bit exponent) in a way that
simply sn't practical with fixed-point
logic. Although floating-point logic is
flexible. it tends to be computationally
expensve and is still largely
depenoent on the resolution of the
origina audio sample to maintain
good signal-to-noise performance.

However it's accomplished, through
fixed-point or floating-point logic, the
bottom line to the user shouldbe that
the outaut audio remains free of
unwanted production -related
artifact. This dependson the design of
the production tools, not the fact that
they're digital.

Nose is president of NeoSonic Indus-
tries, Cleveland, OH.

Radio Systems

StudioHub
Stand -Outs

Matchiadt
Pro -to -Consumer and

Consumer -to -Pro

balancing amps for

audio and SPDIF

coaxial and optical

Sigma

DAAD

24 bit - dual 3-A and A-13

converter with variable

sample rate to 96kHz 5395.00

All StudioHub peripherals are made to work alone

or as part of the StudioHub wiring solution!'

Check out these great low-cost problem solvers.

Our full corn JCement of StudioHub peripherals include:

Active Plates: Heacbhone Amp  LCD Display PA Speaker  Power Amp
3 Push-Buttor Panel  3 Channel Mixer  4 Position Switcher

Dual VU Meter Plate  Active World Pa lel  Mic Pre -Amp

Passive Pla:es: Single XLR  Dual XLR  1/4" & Mini TRS

Mounts: 4 Position Rack Mount  to Pc sit ion Rack Mount
Table Top Well Mount  Coniolette 4 Position Mount

Mic Pre -Amp Plate
Sgo.00

StudieHub peripherals all include sand -alone power
supplies aid standard barrier !trip or XL/ audio connectivity.

Monitor Amp Plate
5125.00

 6.1 Heron Drive, Bidgepost, New Jersey 08014
(850 467-800o voice (8561 467-3044 fax www.radiosystems.com



How It Works

IBOC transmission
By Doug Irwin

AB 2dn2 has come and gone, and we can
now assess equipment availability for use
in a DAB system.The introduction of radios
that are capable of receiving the Ibiquity
system is slated for the January 2003 CES,
so it's time to get started. Before deriving
budget numbers, review the information at
hand so that you know how IBOC works.

AM and FM IBOC systems have much in
common.They carry the same audio as the
analog portion as well as ancillary data
services. The AM and the FM IBOC DAB
systems use the spectrum already allocat-
ed to the particular broadcast station, hence
the descriptor in -band on -channel.

Instead of transmitting all of the data seri-
allyon one carrier,the data is transmitted in

Blot k diagram of an AM IBOC transmission path.

KEY
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a parallel fashion, diluted over multiple
groups of subcarriers that are spread about
symmetrically with respect to the center
carrier frequency. In the case of AM IBOC,
there are three sets of subcarrier groups:
primary,secondary and tertiary.

Block diagram of an FM high-level combining system.

The primary group is transmitted from about 10kHz to
15kHz from the center frequency. The secondary group is
transmitted from about 5kHz to 10kHz from the center
frequencyand the tertiary group is transmitted from about
360Hz to 4.7kHz from the center frequency. The power of
each subcarrier varies according to its group.The strongest
subcarriers are in the primary group. Each subcarrier in the
primary group is modulated at 30dB below the carrier level
(i.e., about 5W per sub -carrier for a 5kW station).With FM
IBOC the data is transmitted via two groups of subcarriers.
The lower digital side -band group spans the spectrum from
almost 200kHz to about 130kHz below the center frequency,
and the upper from 130kHz to just under 200kHz above the
center frequency. Each subcarrier in these groups has a
powerof -48dB below the unmodulated carrier level, and the
total average power for each of the groups (upper and
lower) is 23dB below the unmodulated carrier level.

Transmitting the IBOC signal
The AM and FM IBOC transmission schemes use exciters

that are sim larBoth have two AES inputs (44.1kHz sampling
frequency). The first AES input feeds the Ibiquity Perceptual
Audio Coder (PAC) encoder,which is used in generating the
data stream that ultimately carries the program through the
system. The second AES input is delayed in time and then
processed for the analog transmission.

The delay on the analog portion is needed to synchro-
nize it with the digital signal This way the receiver in the field
can accomplish a graceful blend from digital to analog and
vice versa.

The AM IBOC exciter interfaces with the AM transmitter
via two signals: one representing magnitude, and one
representing frequency and phase.To transmit an AM1BOC
signal, a station will need a transmitter capable of transmit-
ting the IBOC subcarriers while faithfully generating and

transmitting the backwards -compatible AM signal. The
FM IBOC exciter output signal consists of just the digital
sideband groups centered around the carrier frequency.
The Ibiquity system specification is for the transmission of
the digital side bands (added together) 20dB below the
unmodulated carrier level.There are three methods cur-
rently being discussed for accomplishing this: low-level
combining, high-level combining and the use of separate
antennas for the two signals.

Low-level combining is accomplished by summing the
output of the digital exciter and the analog exciter, and
amplifying the resulting signal with a linear amplifier. A
linear amp is necessary because the IBOC carrier levels
vary in amplitude by as much as 5.5dB with respect to their
average levels.The advantage to this method is simplicity;
however, there is a major disadvantage.
Only recently have transmitters been created to
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ERI Collects Two Awards at Spring NAB2002
This year's Spring NAB Show held in Las
Vegas proved to be a huge success for ERI.
Two different panels of radio industry
professionals recognized ERI for one of its
many innovative products. The Axiom
Broadband antenna received the "Pick
Hit" award from BE Radio and the "Cool
Stuff" Award from Radio World.

The Axiom antenna is one of the most
advanced multi -station, side -mounted
antenna platforms ever offered to FM
broadcasters. The Axiom can accommodate
several stations in multiplex mode, making
it the answer to crowded tower loading
situations where additional wind loading is
critical. Its unique design incorporates
three -stage transformation, shape -factored
elements and feed -point reactance
compensation.

BE Radio's "Pick Hit" Award, with the
products selected by a panel of radio
industry professionals rather than the
magazine staff, recognized the 10 best new
radio products shown at the NAB
convention. The "Cool Stuff" Award panel
was composed of veteran broadcast
engineers and audio and production
experts. The "Cool Stuff" Award given by
Radio World was one of only 26 awarded to

new products at the NAB2002.

"We're honored to be recognized from
within the industry," said Kinsley Jones, ERI
Antenna Engineering Manager. "We listen
to broadcasters and try to understand their
requirements, then design and create
products to solve their problems and serve
their needs. These awards confirm that
we've heard and understood the industry's
message."

Despite lower overall attendance at the
NAB, visitation to ERI's booth was down just
slightly from last year. ERI staff had positive
reactions to the quality of customers that
visited the ERI booth.

Scott Beeler, Director of Worldwide Sales,
stated, "This NAB was one of the best I
have been to in years for spending quality
time with real customers." Over 260
individuals visited ERI's hospitality suite,
which provided a wonderful environment
for ERI to engage potential clients on a
personal level. Beeler added, "We came
home with several qualified leads for both
our structural and antenna products. We
have made everyone in the industry stand
up and take notice that we are in the tall
tower business."

See us at NAB Radio Show, Booth #809
September 12 - 14, Seattle, WA

Two of ERI's most recent
engineering awards.

rJCA

Summer 2002
Vol 2 - Issue 2

The award winning
Axiom antenna

Trivia

Employee Spotlight
Technical Feature

Tom Silliman at Spring NAB2002
1943 - 2003
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Employee
Spotlight

Several generations of FM broadcasters have learned to
expect antenna solutions from ERI that are technically
advanced as well as reliable, practical and long-lasting.
Kinsley Jones, Antenna Engineering Manager, is
responsible for building on that tradition.

"We understand how much the business environment has
changed for our customers," Jones notes. "More and
more, current generation broadcasters are taking
advantage of ERI's expertise to solve not only problems
of coverage, but also limitations imposed by crowded
tower structures, zoning restrictions, and severe
environmental conditions."

In today's world, broadcasters frequently face challenges
that include transmitting a superior signal across an
increasingly competitive radio market, spread out across
a growing geographic area. Many also have or will face
displacement from their tower in order to make room for
other services such as digital television.

Jones, who only recently joined the company, believes ERI
has the horsepower to stay ahead of the industry's
challenges. "ERI has proven it can apply its exceptional RF
engineering talent and resources in very creative ways.
And we're unique in our ability to address the structural
issues that are very much a part of every antenna system,
because of the strength of our Structural Division
working alongside our electrical engineers."

Jones' position was created to enhance ERI's planning
capability and to provide engineering leadership as the
company continues to grow. The antenna division's
engineering organization includes product development,
product management, engineered systems and technical
services for manufacturing, installations, and consulting
services. Additionally, he handles the division's marketing
and leads the effort to develop new products for
broadcast and related industries. "Our customers drive
these activities," Jones says. "We don't design from an
ivory tower. Many of us have worked in the broadcast
industry and we'll continue to listen to the people who
rely on our products as we devise new solutions."

With thirty-five continuous years in the broadcast
industry, Jones has done a little of everything. Starting
out in small market radio and television in the Pacific
Northwest, he served as disc jockey, sportscaster, times
salesman and engineer. "From the beginning, I was
interested in engineering. It was fascinating to watch the
833 final tubes and 8008 rectifiers glowing in the
transmitter." The next few years brought new challenges
and opportunities in increasingly larger markets ranging
from Salem, Oregon to Fresno, California, then San
Francisco and Los Angeles.

Kinsley Jones

After serving as director
of engineering for the
Drake-Chenault radio
station group, Jones was
offered an opportunity to
work for equipment
manufacturer Harris
Corporation and has been
in the equipment business
ever since. "I've been
blessed with a lot of
diversity", he says.
"There's a great opportunity to learn when you continue
to be presented with new challenges." Those challenges
have come in the form of small companies and startups
as well medium and large corporations. Over the years,
Jones has held positions of responsibility not only in
engineering, but also in sales, marketing, manufacturing
and general management. "Having done a lot of
different kinds of things," he says, "I've gained a
perspective that's very valuable. If you want to succeed in
the broadcast industry, you have to understand your
customers' business and you have to listen to them in
order to create great solutions. Too many companies try
to impose tneir paradigms on their customers."

"I'm excited by the opportunity at ERI", Jones adds. "The
company has a terrific heritage, great people and a
strong position in the market. We'll continue to build
on that and we'll continue to grow as our customers
reward us for listening and presenting them
with increasingly better solutions."

e-



SAM sensor. Real-time performance data is
accessible from any Internet connection
worldwide. Alternatively, customers may
access SAM information from a local PC
connection.

I -SAM features:
 Easy to operate and personalize site

information using I-SAM's "Setup Menu"
 View real-time data from an Internet

connection
 Automated weekly or event -triggered

e -mailed reports and warnings
 Web -Page presentations of numerous

measured system parameters
 Activation of Transmitter Interlock Control

is configurable by user

...continued on page 4

Technical Feature
I -SAM Offers More for Less to
Master Antenna Facilities
Offering a myriad of impressive and unique
features, ERI's I -SAM is a versatile and
complete Master Antenna monitoring
system. Rather than utilizing a PC to monitor
antenna performance, where a system crash
can lead to catastrophic failure, the I -SAM is
composed of self-sustaining smart sensors
that continually monitor, measure, and
evaluate all functions of your antenna site.

All I -SAM units are connected on a common
Ethernet trunk with a multi -port Ethernet
switch handling communication with the
individual components. An optional router
can be added to allow multiple Site Antenna
Monitor (SAM) units to connect as one
Internet gateway. Facility monitoring is
accomplished via browsing I -SAM web

pages; as well, a rack -mounted display
unit is furnished with each

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

Your Single Source Advantage
for Antenna and Tower Products

contact us:

Phone: (812)925-6000
Fax: (812)925-4030
info@ERlinc.com
www.ERlinc.com

Worldwide Sales Director
Scott Beeler
513-899-2550
fax: 513-899-2554
sbeeler@ERlinc.com

Western U.S.
Max Brown
719-593-7188
max@ERlinc.com

Eastern U.S.
Terry Becht ext. 208
terry@ERlinc.com

Southeast U.S.
Jim Thomason
352-873-8111
jthomason@ERlinc.com

Northeast U.S. - -
Dan Rau
978-425-2470
danrau@ERlinc.com

CA, NV, OR, WA, AK, HI
Al Jason
530-676-0766
aljason@ERlinc.com

Sales Assistant
Diana Combs ext. 281
dcombs@ERlinc.com

rf fc1Prt marls. 104tfwvire
V.P. Customer Service
Bill Elmer ext. 225
bill@ERlinc.com

Technical Support
Kenn Martin ext. 224
kenn@ERlinc.com

Customer Service
Assistant
Jackie Kinney ext. 267
jackie@ERlinc.com
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Please send any
address corrections or
other newsletter -
related comments to
TheSource@ERlinc.com
or mail comments to
the attention of "The
Source" at the address
shown below.

Electronics
Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, Indiana 47610
USA

(812) 925-6000
(812) 925-4030 (fax)
www.ERlinc.com

I -SAM Product Spotlight cont.
A typical I -Sam layout calls for a number of intelligence sensing modules to be placed at key
locations throughout a multi-user antenna facility Commonly only three types of devices are
necessary. An antenna feed sensor module monitors the antenna and antenna feed line, a
combined feed sensor module keeps vigil over each station's combiner unit, and the SAM
Monitor provided with each Sensor Module completes the package. However, a stripped -down
version of the monitoring package can preclude the imbedded processor, leaving only the
smart sensor kit. If desired, a site manager can integrate the smart -sensor kit into existing OEM
monitor and alarm devices.

The I -SAM is cost-effective in comparison to other conventional monitoring packages, while
offering so much more. Its reduced complexity provides for easy deployment in all types of
existing combiner schemes.

Broadcast Trivia Challenge
In this edition of "The Source", we have an offbeat challenge for you!

He was the early 20th Century's Scientific Renaissance Man: oddball inventor, science fiction
author and publisher, and futurist. His 80 patented inventions include several circuits, including
the Interflex and the Peridyne, the first circuit to use non-magnetic metal in the field of a coil;
and a book condenser, used in early Crosley TV sets with a compression -type variable capacitor.
He published a well-known electronics magazine beginning in 1929. Who was he?

Be one of the first to respond with the correct arswer and win a custom "Trivia Winner" t -shirt
and other prizes! Please include shirt size (L, XL, XXL) and a mailing address.

For answers to the last Trivia Challenge and a list of winners, go to ERlinc.com.
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BE Radio's ability to help you solve business
problems extends beyond the
great editorial in this publication.

E-mail newsletters. Get the news you need,
as it happens. Sign up for a subscription to
our e-mail newsletter, the BE Radio Currnets Online
Weekly E-mail. Go to PrmediaBusiness.com and
click on "I want to subscribe to a newsletter."

Amplified coverage through our website.
Visit www.beradio.com where you'll find a
wealth of information to help you do your job
better, including:
 Daily news updates in Currents Online
 The Studio Spotlight
 The Engineer's Notebook
 Industry event calendar
 Up-to-date EAS manufacturer info
 Links to important FCC actons

Supplier Directory. Find a product or service
in our multi -industry Supplier Directory. Go to
PrimediaBusiness.com and click on the Supplier
Directory I:nk.

Content for your website. Get the latest
industry -specific news automatically delivered
fresh to your corporate websrte, intranet or
extranet. Go to PrimedaBusiness.com and
check out the Primedia Insight newswire.

Opportunities for Advertisers. We can
connect you with the exact buyers you're
looking for through newsletter sponsorships,
customized online special reports, targeted Web
advertising, and more. Contact your [your magazine
name here] magazine sales representative, or
Rob Shore (rshore@primediabusiness.com or
212-462-3401).

Click or call today to tap into the power
beyond the printed word.

Ratify
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How It Works

accommodate the IBOC+analog sig-
nal. A station planning to transmit
IBOC in this way will be compelled to
buy a brand new transmitter -or even
two. The station will reuse its current
antenna.

High-level combining makes use of
more readily available technology.
The analog portion of the broadcast
comes from the transmitterthe station

Equipment

IBOC
EXCITER

Rate
Converter

Sync

Analog Audio
Processor

AES-3

IBOC
EXCITER IBOC Audio

Prociagwii,

Analog Audio
Processor

AES-3

Block diagram of an FM low-level combining system.

already has.The digital portion comes from
a separate linear amplifier with the IBOC
carrier. The signals are then added at high
power levels in a four -port combiner. The

FM
Exciter

IBOC RF

Block diagram of an FM system with separate antennas.

r r

 One Size fits all modular design

 Assembles quickly & easily in minutes

 Highest quality laminates & wood

 World famous Modulux cabinetry

In -stock for immediate delivery

The Modulux Flex -Studio is a complete
modular studio package that can be
configured in dozens of different ways
to meet nearly any studio design. It can

be assembled left or right handed as well
as in all of our standard configurations: 'Short L,"Long
L,' and 'Unbalanced U.' Far superior to custom cabinetry. Modulux
engineered studio systems are precision factory mass manufactured.
Quality, strength. durability and appearance are all improved over custom
built cabinets.

output of this combiner feeds the antenna the station
already has.

The major advantage of this method is that the analog
transmitter can be reused. However, due to combiner
losses, the analog transmitter will need to produce about
10 percent more output power. Additionally, due to the
-10dB coupling on the digital port, the digital power amp
will actually need to generate 10dB more power than
would otherwise be needed. Ninety percent of the output
of the digital transmitter is wasted in heat.

The final method is that of the separate antenna. The
station adds a second antenna and transmits the IBOC-
only signal from it. The advantage is that the IBOC transmit-
ter can be a much smaller unit, and that the station can
continue to use its older analog transmitter and antenna.
The disadvantage is that the station will need to use
additional tower space.

IBOC DAB is on the verge of becoming reality. Now is the
time to start planning ahead for it.

Irwin is director of engineering for Clear Channel, San Fran-
cisco. Diagrams courtesy of Ibiquity Digital.

Arrakis Systems inc.
Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.com
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Field Report

t's Commonly thought that growing up on video games
leads to certain side effects as an adult. For me,Super Mario
Brothers and Metal Gear were a gateway to things like
phone editors, traffic schedulers, remote control software
and for the past four years Radio Computing Services
Master Control. It's easy to master,offers factory support and
is flexible and reliable.

RCS has a friendly,trained technical support staff answer-
ing phone calls 24 hours a day to assist with any problems
a station might encounter. Because the company has a
global base of clients, it operatesseveral foreign offices that
handle the off -hours calls. This allows
callers to reach a technical person at all
times-no answering services.

The service doesn't stop with the soft-
ware. The hardware is supported by the
manufacturer's on -site service program
that covers replacement and repair of
things such as hard drives, power sup-
plies and motherboards.

RCS Master Control
By Russell Smith

CD

keyboard or by using the track ball. The
Preh pad is a multi -function keypad that
allows operators to play drops, change
segues, skip items and control the record-
ing of voice tracks.

Voice tracking makes automation easy
and reliable. Announcers voice their
shows in about one third of the normal
time, cutting payroll and improving the
station's sound. Mistakes can be corrected
by rerecording the track. Segues can be

edited and

Performance at a glance

Proof, edit and reconcile logs

Easy -to -read, colorful screens

Search and index audio cuts

Multiple event chaining

Paperless studio operation

Built for backup
One of the best features of the software is its redundancy

in audio and data storage. Each RAID array consists of
several large drives that distribute the data, so a drive may
fail, but the system will continue to run. The audio files of
each station are primarily stored on the airstudio machine.
Audio is also stored in a backup database on the admin
machine. Should one air studio machine fail, downtime is
minimized because a few clicks on one of the production
machines will make admin the on -air machine. Once this
is done, the on -air operation relocates to that studio or we
swap the machines in the rack. In this backup mode, audio
plays over the network from the admin machine; operators
and listeners don't know the difference.

Loss of an entire system or studio facility could be a huge
crisis, especially considering the loss of music and com-
mercials. Fortunately, RCS uses standard CPUs and com-
mon hardware regularly available. The audio library is
backed up regularly to a common removable media that
can be stored in a safe location.

No problem with change
As programming needs change, so changes Master

Control. All of the applications needed for basic opera-
tion span two monitors. One displays a bank of audio
drops with three virtual players, plus the three main decks
for programmed elements from the log on the opposite
screen. In live -assist mode, jocks can point and click their
way through an airshift. Users can juggle items, play a
drop or insert a song-all while rarely using the key-
board. Most operations are easily handled via a Preh

Satellite pro-
gramming is also
easily handled.

It can decode
and generate
contact clo-
sures using its
Advantech
opto-isolator/

played back as
if they were be-
ing aired live.

relay boards. I use the relays and the
scheduling of control events to manage
my silence sensors and what action they
take. Other features include the ability to
interface to CD players to run syndicated
shows and start the recording of commer-
cial feeds for later editing. We never miss
feeds. The logic functions are limited only
by the number of inputs and outputs on
the card.

Master Control works with music sched-
uling software to link songs to a Web page,
so that aWeb browser will display the artist
and song title. The data can be formatted
in a variety of ways to suit a station's
website needs in displaying the current
on -air information.

Smith is chief engineer for the ABC Radio
Group, Atlanta.
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Field Report

V -Soft Probe II
By Carl E. Gluck, CPBE

e echnical Research Department at Sa-
lem Communications employs four peo-
ple full time, myself included, to do re-
search, FCC application preparation and
allocations and acquisition study work.
During that time we have purchased sev-
eral broadcast study software products.

The Probe 11,of fered byV-Soft Communi-
cations, is a foundational building
block among four or five "must -
have" modules for the engineer
working to understand and improve
the coverage of an AM or FM radio
station (other essential tools include
FMCont, InterDLG and AMPro).

What it does
The program creates an atlas -style

map using several user -selected
backgrounds, features and overlays.
Interstates, state highways and sur-
face streets all have a distinctive

Performance at a glance

Professional -looking, atlas -style maps

Wizard based project startup

Instant population and demographic reports

Professional and eye-catching radio coverage maps

Click and drag two-dimensional path profiles
Easy contour overlap area and population evaluatio

Good documentation and support
n

Point to Point, the Terrain -Integrated Rough -Earth Model
(T1REM), Okumura/Hata and COST-231-Hata, as are the
FCC's curves [F(50,50), (50,10)] . Any user -defined con-
tour may be created or imported as well.

A wide variety of signal coverage, overlap and interfer-
ence plots can be created with FCC or user -defined criteria.
Two-dimensional path profiles can be created by clicking
and dragging map points.Population maps can be created

appearance that may be manipulated and
enhanced by the user. Feature details
change with the map's scale according to
the user's definition so that maps may
show as much or as little as is needed for
any particular application.

Rivers, lakes, terrain and land may be
displayed to prepare a professional -look-
ing map with various colors, line widths
and font types. A valuable tool in the map
creation process allows the user to import
a graphic such as a radio station's logo.
The Probe II also plots coverage con-

tours and field strength predictions once
the underlying area map is created.Vari-
ous propagation models are available,
including Line of Sight, Longley Rice,

Mutually exclusive FM application studies can be done
using the Probe's contour overlap feature.

to show demographics by county, Zip code or housing
information. AM signal contours can be plotted using
imported distance -to -contour (.dtc) files.

How it works
The Windows -based program has a "wizard -style" front

end. Users begin by answering several questions or by
selecting features.With little more than an FM radio station's
call letters,a map can be created.The wizard provides the
setup for coverage or interference plots.

The atlas -style map appears with a cross marker showing
the towersite and the station's call sign.By double-clicking
the cross marker the user can pull up (and if necessary
modify) any of the transmitter properties. Right -clicking the
cross marker offers options such as instantly adding F
(50,50) contours and generating population counts. Once
a user -defined or imported contour,such as an AM .dtc file
or circle contour, is shown on the map, population counts
and demographic information are readily available too.

Support and drawbacks
A binder of information is delivered with the product as

well as in a Windows help file within the software. The
manual helps the user to set up the computer subdirecto-
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ries and folder hierarchy, and in some cases even test
the accessibility of the databases.The only thing lacking
in the documentation is a troubleshooting section that
lists some of the common error codes that may be
displayed when there is a data error or user mistake.

Problem areas or shortcomings of the software are
hard to find. Nevertheless, during the software instal-
lation process a person should allow time for an e-mail
or call toV-Soft to obtain any missing Windows drivers
or a customer -specific software file.

FCC and program databases are updated through
the company's website as often as desired. Program
bug fixes, enhancements and upgrades are always
posted for download.

The Probe II is not cheap and once you purchase this
software you will find databases, add-ons and other tools
will become an ongoing habit to feed. All of the software
products offered are hardware key locked so they cannot
be pirated to other computers or users.

There are a couple of misconceptions about purchasing
this type of software. Some believe that if you purchase the
software you will automatically gain an easy knowlecge
about FCC rules and engineering practice. Nothing could
be further from the truth. Time must be spent with any

FCC coverage maps can be made with the Probe's
terrain backdrop.

allocation software to achieve any level of
expertise. Another mistaken notion is that
radio evaluation software will eliminate
the need to use broadcast consulting engi-
neers.The fact is that as you find the poten-
tial to improve and upgrade a radio station
a consultant can ensure your success. I
Gluck is vice president of technical research
for Salem Communications, Camarillo, CA.

The World's Best
15kHz P S Codas!

Ask your
favorite dealer for a

FREE demo today!

UnrivalLed stability, superior sound

and unigie remote controllability are

the results of the World's Best POTS

Codec tec-mology -Tieline technology.

Watch the Flash Movies and

Jecome a Tieline Codec expert

in minutes @ www.tieline.com

TielineV
TECHNOLOGY

www.tieline.con
Tieline Technology - 5555 N. Tacoma Ave., #101, Indianapolis, IN 46220-3547. Toll. Free (388) 211-6989 Fax (317) 259-8040

email: sales@tieline.com
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Field Resort

Armstrong FM -20000T
By Don Mussell

had some tough choices to make. The
20kW transmitter at WPFW, Washington,
was more than 10 years old and was show-
ing signs of increasing fragility. I had to
purchase a new transmitter for WPFW,and
I had to do it soon.

I had been visiting the NAB for a couple
of years, looking at all of the usual choices
and trying to develop an informed sense of
what would be the best transmitter choice

for the long term. After
looking over all the
equipment on display, an
engineering friend sug-
gested that I look at the
Armstrong booth. At the
booth I found a cleverly
designed, grounded -grid
amplifier that incorpor-
ated many of the features
I needed.

My first thoughtwas that
the transmitter looked
like a Collins 830-D.1 fond-

ly remembered some of
the Collins transmitters I
had installed during the
past 30 years. Many of
them are still operating
dependably. However, it
appeared that Armstrong

need for tube neutralization and allows easy tube changes
with minimal fuss. It also increases the gain of the grounded-

grid design, allowing for a smaller WA section and im-
proved overall efficiency. The tuning is smooth, gradual
and wideband. To reach 20kW, only 750W of drive are
needed. This is achieved with the solid-state IPA.

The other idea that caught my eye was the rollout internal
high -voltage power supply. Easy access to the high -voltage
section, for installation and maintenance, makes it possible
to thoroughly clean without the risk of accidental shock or
backache. Everything is within easy reach.

The transmitter is affordable. 1 am a firm believer in the
saying "you get what you pay for," so I was a bit skeptical
about its quality, performance and longevity. Because
Armstrong was unknown to me, 1 checked with existing
users of similar Armstrong transmitters. Everyone I talked
to liked the design and the operation, as well as the price.
1 ran out of questions, and decided to make the choice.
Because the price was affordable, I changed our overall
plan and bought two 20kW transmitters. The price for two
was only a few thousand more than buying one major
brand transmitter of the same size and configuration.

Before delivery I paid a visit to the Armstrong factory in
Marcellus, NY Armstrong is a small company, but the staff
was competent, professional and happy to demonstrate
the transmitters on the factory floor. We put them through
their paces, even simulating a power failure and hard start
from cold. The transmitters were rock solid. 1 came away
satisfied we made the right choice.

Putting it in place
We scheduled installation for the end of Feb-

ruary 2001 at the WPFW transmitter site. The
Armstrong factory staff personally delivered the
transmitters, and despite incoming snowy weath-
er, managed to deliver both transmitters safely
inside the transmitter building, put one on the air
and removed the old transmitter. The entire FM -

20000T is in two full-size racks, joined at the
center, less than four feet wide. Both cabinets,as
well as the high -voltage transformer, are on
heavy-duty wheels, allowing for easy placement
and installation.

Performance at a glance
Single -tube grounded -grid design

No external low-pass filter

Self-contained power supply

Smooth motorized PA tuning

Wide -band solid-state IPA

Microprocessor control

Optional AES-3 exciter input

had taken the design and improved it.
The transmitter uses a quarter -wave res-

onant final cavityThis cavity closely resem-
bles the classic design, but improves on it
with a motorized plate -tuning assembly
and the use of a 4CX15000A7 tetrode run-
ning as a grounded grid.This eliminates the

After another full day of installation, remote control cut-
over and plumbing the new coax runs completed the job
of installing both new transmitters. Because the Armstrong
design incorporates an internal low-pass filter, the output
plumbing installation was straightforward, without the
heavy lifting required for high -power external low-pass
filters on typical grounded -grid units. A remote control
interfaces to a hinged, rear -mounted rack panel that ex-
tends for easy access.
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The transmitter uses microprocessor control of nearly all
parameters,and tracks power output,VSWR and tempera-
ture of various points within the IPA and PA. In the event
of a power failure, the transmitter will soft -start and ramp
up to the previous operating power stored in non-volatile
memory. The LCD is easy to read, and a wealth of in-
ternal operating information is available within the easy -
to -navigate menu system.

The FMX-100LCD is the 100W exciter we
ordered with each unit.These exciters can
be upgraded to an AES/EBU input for
direct connection to a digital audio pro-
cessing chain. We chose the analog input
for the time being, and the results are
impressive. Measurements of noise, har-
monic distortion and frequency response
revealed a quiet and clean exciter. The
wide -band IPA and final amplifier had

The high -voltage power supply rolls out
for easy access.

virtually no effect on the overall measun
ments. AM noise was well below what was
possible with the old transmitter. The differ-
ence between our old transmitter and the
new system was apparent even to the sta-
tion staff, who could now hear clearer def-
inition and clarity in the on -air sound.

While there were some initial minor prob
lems with a defective IPA cable, Armstrong
provided timely help and quick delivery of
the needed part.We realized the problem on
a Saturday at 4 p.m.,called the emergency
number and reached the factory service rep
at a picnic. He had a delivery scheduled
within the hour. They have continued to be
friendly and available when questions and
concerns have surfaced.

Overall, the i nstallation of these new trans-
mitters was painless and easy. I now have
a better choice available when I make my
next transmitter purchase.

Mussel) is a consulting engineer serving a
nationwide client base. He is based in Bonny
Doon, CA.
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Field Report

Denon DN-F2OR
By J. Kirk Chestnut, CSRE

iire -F20R portable recorder captures au-
dio digitally using tapeless, solid-state re-
cording media. I have found that this record-
erwill withstand the demands of radio news
gathering or field audio recording.

Engineering departments on close bud-
gets and tight schedules will appreciate this
low -maintenance device. News reporters
will find it easy to operate as well as light-
weight. Turn it on, set the level and record.
It's that simple, and there are no flaky mini-
plug adapters. For the
budget conscience, this
recorder's initial up -front
cost will be justified by its
long-term viability.

The big transport but-
tons are the first things to
catch the eye. The uni..
has a solid feel and a
simple, orderly layoui
The only moving parts

ourWestwood,KS,studio facility. If a piece of equipment can
stand the RF levels here,it will do well in the field. We operate
two AM stations on site with a total of 15kW of power. One
tower is located directly over our heads on the roof. Aside
from the AMs, we have seven STLs and dozens of cell
phones running around the newsdepartment. In conduct-
ing my tests, I used a budget microphone, a 10 -foot micro-
phone cord and a pair of headphones. On its first bench -

top test, the device performed flawlessly.
Digital cell phones have become a major source of RF

interference. In many cases, our news crews will send in

Performance at a glance
Easy -to -see and use buttons

Midline level input selector

Bass roll -off, mic limiter settings

XLR, 1/4" and RCA audio connections

Linear, MPEG 1 and MPEG 2 recordirg formats

Dual card recording with optional recording redundancy

Backlit display

As many as four hours with a single card installed

Protective carry case

on the Denon DN-F2OR field recorder are
the controls. The biggest feature of this
recorder is that it's the smallest of its kind.
Program material is captured digitally on a
half -dollar -sized memory card called a Com-
pact Flash Card.
The menu -driven controls are easy to

understand and navigate. Clearly illustrat-
ed instructions are included in the manual,
but the operation is so intuitive that I refer-
enced the manual only to determine my
recording time.
Performance

Serious RF interference is a way of life in

their stories coupling a cell phone to their recorder. The
annoying d_gital chatter from a news reporter's phone can
wreak havoc with a feed. In my un-scientific test, I placed
my digital phone next to the recorder. While holding the
mic rophon with one hand, I began to move the cell phone
in and out within proximity to the recorder. Spaced about
four inches away, I could hear a little chatter in the back-
ground (around 42dB down from reference level). It wasn't
until I placed the phone in direct contact with the unit-
an unusual condition-that interference was noticeable .

Time vs. quality
As with any digital recording device, the compromise

between recording time, recording quality and equip-
ment cost becomes an issue.The DN-F2OR will record CD -
quality audio,but at the cost of memory storage space. A
typical 64MB card will yield almost six minutes of CD-
qualitystereo PCM audio. Using MPEG I Layer 2 compres-
sion, the recorder yields a clean 30 to 68 minutes of music -

grade stereo audio. MPEG2 Layer 2 will yield anywhere
from one hour to 1.5 hours of acceptable voice -grade AM-

quality audio.
Recording made below the 48kb/s rate were tolerable

but contained a considerable amount of warble typical
of highly compressed audio. I would limit the use of these
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slower sample rates for recording conferences, meetings
or other non-critical/non-production quality applications.
Although this recorder will sample stereo at 16kb/s, set the
device for mono to maximize the recording time:that same
64MB card would yield an impressive 546 minutes of fair
but listenable audio at 16kb/s. (The Denon website offers
a recording time chart: wwwdenon.com.)

Recordings can be played back through the RCA analog
audio connectors or read directly from the compact flash
card with an external computer interface. The computer
maps the card reader as a drive. Audio files will be located
in 10 designated directories. The DN-F2OR automatically
assigns an eight -character file name to each cut. Once
retrieved, the file can be assigned a more recognizable
name for storage on a local hard drive. Users cannot,
howeveruse long file names to label cuts on the flash card.

Budget accordingly
A recovering economy may be a sign that companies are

poised to invest in equipment. Plan a capital budget that
includes about $1,300 per recorder. For typical newsgath-
ering applications, figure in a headset and dynamic micro-
phone with cord. There is no built-in microphone or
phantom power on the mic connectors. Plan on purchasing

IC cards from Denon or a Denon approved
vendor. The manual warns that products
from third -party vendors may not perform
quickly enough for the faster sample rates.

Overall, 1 would give a good grade to
Denon's development team. They have
packaged all the basic features needed for
field production with an eye for the future.
The initial cost of this unit might make it a
stretch for smaller market operations, but it
would be a welcome addition to any news
or production department looking for a
dependable recorder.

Computer, recording and broadcasting
equipment are melding together at an
ever-increasing rate. This recorder is the
next step. Who knows, maybe the next
generation of digital recorders will in-
clude network connections or a digital
cell phone inside.
Chestnut is an engineer with Entercom
Kansas City.

AC rower is a Necessary Evil
You simply can't get around AC power - you have to have it to rut your
equipment. And yes, it is terribly contaminated - enough to ruin your
system, or at least make it perform like hell. So what should ycu do?
Get a Furman Power Conditioner. This type of protection is
essential for every audio or video system, and we have a model for
every application. Our PL -PLUS,
treasured by recording artists
throughout the world, is the best-
selling rack accessory ever because of its advanced noise filtering ar_d

precision AC voltmeter. Don't hit
the road withou: an AR -series
voltage regulator. These convert
incoming line voltages to a usdale

level while protecting your prized equipment. Our IT -series units,
perfect for recording studios and film -production facilities, dramatically
reduce the noise floor, and improve
dynamic range and sonic clarity.
Get "conditioned" by Furman, and
convert that corrupt AC power into
something heavenly. 411 A .7

02001 FURMAN SOUND, INC., 1997 South McDowell Blvd., Petaluma, CA 94954-6919 rV11111.1411
Phone: 707.763-1010, Fax: 707-763-1310, www.furriansound.com, e-mail: info@furmansouad.com PURIFY YOUR POWER



New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

POTS -only Codec
'Maine Technology

Patriot: This codec offers clear bi-
directional 15kHz audio plus

data through standard tele-
phone lines for live

broadcasting. It also
features mobile

telephone
connec-

tivity,
two ad-
justable

mic/line
and unbal-

anced audio in-
puts, headphone

monitoring, bi-directional
low rate data transfer, a line

quality visual display, an audio
level indicator,high level remote con-

trol and intelligent gain control.
311-259-8000; fax 311-259-8040

www4ttieine.com; sales@tiefoecam

IBOC/DRM transmitters
Nautel

NDId toXL60d:
A new genera-
tionof solid-state
AM transmitters
with power lev-
els from I kW to
60kW, this line is
compatible with
the Digital Radio
Mondiale and
Ibiquity IBOC
digital transmis-

sion systems.The
interphase pulse

duration modulator employs an ultra -lin-
ear extended -band filter. The phase and
amplitude linearity of these transmitters
provide high symbol -to -noise ratio when
transmitting the digitally encoded signal.
The ND1d/ND5d and XL12d/XL60d trans-
mitters provide direct interface with the NE
IBOC Digital Exciter produced by Nautel
under license from Ibiquity.

201-947-8200: fax 207-947-3693

bwiwnautelcom; ido@nadicom

ECONCD NEW TUBE
OODLAND, CA USA

3CX3000A7

On -air console
Wheatstone

D-8000: A new digital flagship of the D -Series console line,
the completely modular D-8000 ranges across multiple
format needs with flexible configurations, frame sizes and
metering types. Available features include universal
input modules, the Bus -Minus function providing an
independent MXM feed with talkback interrupt on every
input channel, alpha -numeric source displays, choice of
master clock rates, two programmable stereo aux sends
per input, 99 preset snapshots, individual channel four -
band EQ, compression, gating and digital level trim.
Mainframe design elements include a stainless steel
meterbridge, wrist rest, composite fused -finish endcaps
and a low -profile frame. The built-in serial communica-
tion interfaceswith Wheatstone network routerand many
automation systems.

252-638-7000; fax 252-631-1285

www.wheatstoae.com; sales@wheatstone.com

Transmitting tubes
Econco
Power tubes: Tubes such
as the 3CX3000A7,
3CX6000 A 7/YU 148,
3CX15000A7, 4CX3500A
and 4CX7500 are the first
power tubes to be manu-
factured by the company.
These tubes are notewor-
thy for their plug-in com-

patibility. The company's line
now includes additional
klystrons, magnetrons and
traveling wave tubes for high
power amplifiers.
800-532-6626; fax 530-666-7760

VNAVICONCO.00111
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Engineering software
Stardraw.corn
Stardraw Radio: A CAD program designed for the
needs of radio stations without the cumbersome and
unnecessary features found in more complex CAD
p.mgrams.The application boasts a library of more than
1),000 industry -specific symbols, drawing tools, full
CWG compatibility and advanced reporting facilities.
Regular updates add hundreds of new symbols and a
new program feature every month. Existing symbols
can be edited and modified as needed.

212-612-1855; fax 212-312-8798

www.stardraw.com; information@stardraw.com

Software
LakeSoft
Eskimmer Appliance:The Eskimmer Appliance runs the
newest release of the Eskimmer 4.2 software. This software
offers increased stability along with features such as log-
ging capabilities, automatic gapping and segmenting of
longer recordings, a visual shift editor and multiple simul-
taneous storage formats.TheWebskimmer and IAN clients
now support playback format preferences as well as
server -based emailing of audio files, which expedites the
sending of audio files through e-mail.

866-599-5253; fax 541-967-8121

wwwlakasoftcom info@lakesoftcom

Audio console
Energy-Onix

Perfect 8:Suitable for LPFM and production room instal-
lations, this console has two microphones, four line -level
stereo channels and two built-in telephone hybrids. Each
channel has two selectable inputs.The bargraph meter-
ing is switchable for cue, audition and program buses.
Talkback allows communication with a second studio.

888-324-6649; fax 518-758-1476

www.energy-onixam; energy-onix@energy-onix.com

The Be.

Since 1979 Mager Systems.
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -
shop includes installation,
turnkey prewiring,
switches and
components,conference
rooms, reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.

T-11_1111'1 r.!lf:J

%moo

f

BAA

Purdue University

A

111
Touch Sensitive Switches & Keyboards

OP&
TEL: 623-7B0-0045
FAX: 623-780-9860

mager@magersystems.com
www.ma ystems.com

. .
- yore information

MS

introduce
our ne

award winning.
"Sound Choice"

furniture. Our
modular in stock
furniture boasts

unsurpassed quality
fo the economical

budget with a 10 -year
imited warranty.

See details on
our website.
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New Products

Digital on -air console
AEQ
BC -2000 D: Accepting a maximum of 144
mono audio or 72 stereo channels,this
console distributes input modules of 24
analog inputs (six mic/line switchable)
and 12 digital stereo inputs. It offers 144
audio sends, distributed through output
modules with 24 analog mono outputs,
12 digital stereo outputs or mixed output
modules with eight analog stereo cir-
cuits and one digital and three
analog+digital circuits. It also incorpo-
rates remote bi-directional or two-way
modules with 24 digital inputs and 24
digital outputs through TCP/IP v6. Input
and output routing are included. Addi-
tional features include EQ,dynamic con-
trol, PFUCUE, control and studio moni-
toring, three headphone outputs, fader -
start, on -air signaling, remote mute, inter-
com and phantom power.

954-424-0203; fax 954-424-0902

vnwsieqbroadcastcom: aeqsales@aeq.es

Telephone codecs
Cornrex

Bluebox and Matrix:
The Bluebox (above) is a low-cost codec option for
remote broadcasts over plain telephone lines (POTS/
PSTN) or wireless services. Compatible with all other
Comrex POTS/PSTN codecs, it weighs 1.5Ibs. The Matrix
can be used with POTS/PSTN, ISDN (with optional mod-
ule) and wireless services. It works with all other Comrex
POTS/PSTN and ISDN codecs as well as other manufactur-
ers' ISDN codecs with the G.722 and ISO MPEG Layer 3
algorithms. The multipurpose data port and modular
design provide for future upgrades. Both of the codecs can
be flashed in the field for product upgrades.

800-231-1716; fax 918-784-1111

bwiw.comrex.com: info@tornrex.com

3.8 rri Antennas

c-Band TI Filters

Don't be left in the dark....
Patriot antennas are 2 compliant
and will not warp like most mesh
and fiberglass antennas.

800.470.3519
Cindy Ruff cruff@netins.net

Dominic Andreozzi dominica@sepattiot.com
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New Products

Wireless phone tap
JK Audio

CellTap: This wireless phone
tap allows cell -
phone conver-
sations to be
recorded. Us-
ers can con-
nect Celltap

between the
2.5mm earpiece
jack of a cell -

phone and the
earpiece or head-
set. A tape record-
erconnected to the

3.5mm mini jack will
record both sides of the call. This product works with any
wireless phone that accepts a third party headset or
earpiece. For group listen, simply connect a powered
speakerto the audio output jack. Everyone in the room can
hear the conversation, but only the person wearing the
headset can talk to the distant party. While this is not a
speakerphone, in many cases it issuitable forsales presen-
tations or contract talks.

800-552-8346; fax 815-186-8502

vnwijkaudio.com; infoOtautio.com

AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD AT:

System operating upgrade
Burk Technology
ARC -16 v5.4 firmware: The new 5.4 firm-
ware improves the performance of the
ARC -16 and includes several new features:
adjustable alarms delays, adjustable com-
mand durations for remote activations and
Windows -based autoload software for pro-
gramming the ARC -16. Adjustable alarm
delays add a delay (per channel) in sec-
onds, instead of instant notification. The
default

command duration can be adjusted for
long or short pulses. Autoload allows the
entire site image to be downloaded and
many of the fields to be edited. Saved

images can be uploaded as well.
800-255-8090; fax 978-486481

mwiladu:om:canaol@burluom

DIGILINK-FREE

Live On Air & Automation Software

 Fully Featu-ed - High Powered

 1 WEEK PLAY SCHEDULE

 limed Fecord Schedule for New.

Uses Standard PC Sound
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New Products

Digital/analog AM transmitters
Harris
DAX-5/6: This is the first in a family of I kW to 6kW AM
transmitters designed to provide analog and IBOC perfor-
mance. The design of this transmitter family began from the
ground up. The transmitters provide linearity and wide
bandwidth to deliver a dean analog sound is design also
provides a highly accurate reproduction of the IBOC signal.

800-622-0022: fax 513-459-3890

Inikastahams.com

Master -antenna monitor
ERI-Electronics Research

ISAM: monitor is an Internet -ready, accessible
antenna site control monitor that provides the

broadcast station engineerwith data,
alarms and corrections.Vir-
tually instantaneous equ ip-
ment function and malfunc-

a.A., tion notification is provided.
This tool handles all aspects of care and

protection for a master antenna system. The
system will incorporate as many combiner mod-

ule sensors as are required by the station. Feed -line sensors
are standard and two are employed if dual feed lines are
used. It acquires, analyzes and presents operational infor-
mation to the local operator and is accessible anywhere in
the world via the Internet.With immediate access to site data,
an operator can make an informed decision on a possible
weather -related incident. Aquick call to the local repair crew
dispatches them to the site to investigate. Fbssible long-term
downtime is likely to be avoided because analysis was
quickly and easily available. Designed to provide added
value service for master antenna owners and operators, its
benefit is to oversee vital master antenna operating condi-
tions and alert responsible parties of probable trouble spots.

812-925-8000: fax 812-925-4030

www.Ellhnc.carn: dombs@eriinc.com

IT PAYS TO KNOW WHO LIVES NEXT DOOR
ABC Satellite Services realizes just how important the right community is

to our customers. That's why we offer all the service, support, flexibility and
technology you could ever need under one roof.

abc SATELLITE
For more information on how you can live next door call: 212-456-5801

or visit our website: www.abcsatelliteservices.com

0124S

WIRE AND CABLE
DIGITAL CABLE
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CONSTRUCTION
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CONTROL CABLE
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RAM WIRE 8. CABLE, INC.

WWW.EBTSVSCOM COM

US CANADA
(847)487-7675 (705) 722-4425
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Audio Engine
control

surface
Logitek

Remora Digi-
tal Console:
The small,
modular
control
surface for
the company's
Audio Engine and can incor-
porate one or more pieces. The main control module
incorporates fader input selection, monitor and head-
phone controls, and stereo VU meters along with four
faders. Fader modules, containing six faders each,can be
linked to the control module as desired. Because it is
simply a control surface, the faders do not have to be
dedicated to specific inputs; Users can set up fader assign-
ments to accommodate individual needs and tastes. Ap-
plications for this product include news workstations,
small edit suites, production rooms and on -air studios
where space is at a premium. Because the unit is designed
to sit on a desktop, it can be used in locations where
traditional consoles are not a practical choice.

877-231-5870; fax 713-664-4479

www.lognekautho.carn;inioalblesrates

New Products

Traffic and billing
software enhancements
Wicks Broadcast Solutions
DeItallex III: This traffic and billing soft-
ware meets the needs of duopolies, with
traffic and billing performance delivered
through an array of features, including
streamlined order entry, flexible copy rota-
tion and flexible inventory management.
Advanced program logs help in managing
inventory more effectively, allowing as
many as 98 program logs in the assembly
and editing stage. Other features include
new program log presentation controls
including log editing and printing controls,
individual minimum conflict separation,
contract confirmations with full contract
history, new comparison options to the
daily report, which can now be set as a
weekly report,new sorting options onYTD
charges report and five-year history report,
and installations and updates furnished
on CD.

800-547-3930; fax 234-749-5666

wwwwicksbroadcas-solutions.com

Nla

C)

1305 Fan Ave - brirria Cruz. GA 95660
TEL: (831) 458-0552  FAX: (831) 458-0554
wvAv.inovon.corn  e-mail: info@inovon.corn

Digitally Different
©mega FM - $5880

n ovc n ics

OUR GOAL WAS TO DEVELOP A DIGITAL PROCESSING
SYSTEM FOR FM THAT WOULD RIVAL ANYTHING ON
THE MARKET WE MET THAT GOAL...AND THEN SOME.

Omega FM is a 100% -digital, software -based design. It doesn't use DSP chips or
other application -specific parts that rapidly become obsolete. Upgrades don't
plJg into 'expansion slots,' they're simply uploaded.

Omega FM is straightforward and
uncomplicated. Hardware simplicity keeps
the signal path short and your audio clean.
L pw latency lets you monitor off -air.

Omega FM is loud clean and
versatile. We don t expect you to
take our word for tiis, and you
shouldn't. Scheduls a demo at your
station through an equipment
supplier of your choice.

C57"-I... Processing doesn't get any better than this.
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New Products

Broadcast engineering
software
V-80ft
AM -Pro: This program performs all the studies
required of the spectrum designer in working with
AM standard band broadcast coverage and allo-
cations. AM -Pro is configured to apply the M3 or
R2 ground conductivity curves depending on
where the study is carried out. The program will
plot ground -wave and sky -wave signal contours
and perform RSS studies to determine the level of interference a given station receives and therefore
its nighttime coverage limits in mV/m. This product implements an automatic sky -wave coverage
analysis routine that operates according to a set of programmable rules. A tabular listing of all stations
having a distance and channel relationship can be directed to a printer. The software has check boxes
for toggling on oroff co -channel, first-, second- and third -adjacent channel relationships. Clicking a listing
will bring up the parameters box for the station selected allowing the user to change the station's
operating parameters if desired.

800-743-3684; fax 319-266-9212; mu-saki:am; koichler@v-soft.cora

Music library
Promusic
Audio Express: This music library contains 50 discs with more than 2,500 tracks of musicbeds,stings,accents, idents and logos
specifically for radio production. The package also has a complete search catalog that allows instant track location by looking
up any of hundreds of keywords, styles or genres. By combining a variety of useful beds in a compact, highly categorized package,
production time is cut and quality is improved. The library is updated and expanded every month with a new disc that is included
in an annual license.

800-322-7819; fax 561-995-8434

wmtpromstic-ic.com; mailepromuic-inr-com

NTI New Sound Generation
...Would like to welcome the newest member of the Minstruments family,

the Digilyzer DL1

opi,  
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a D1.1, receive a S150,00

Yrebate Otter
applies to purchases made

Ifrsough
our North American Office only,
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until September 1st, 2002 ".
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Everyone needs a good listener.
The Digilyzer DL1 handles virtually all digital audio formats including ADAT
up to 96 kHz sampling rate. The DL1 brings simple and intuitive operations
to monitor, analyze and troubleshoot any digital signal.

Please look us up at: Neutrik Test Instruments (NTI), 3520 Griffith St., St -Laurent, PQ, Canada, H4T 1A7
Tel: (514) 344 5220  Toll free: 800 661 6388  canadaCOnt-mstruments.com  www.nt-instruments.com

eomplete
Solution...

for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time
using A Mixture of RF-Manager,
DataLine & Data Works Systems

Call for All the Details !

ELECTRONICE
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: wwwelecassoc. corn
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Amplified

coverage.
Kati Introducing th- For -60 digital FM

exciter from Br- adcast Electronics.

BE Radio Currooto

BE Radio in
Juno:

BE Radio's ability to help you solve business problems
extends beyond the great eaitorial in this publication.

Visit www.beradio.com where you'll
find a wealth of information to help you do
your job better, including:
 Daily news updates in Currents Online
 The Studio Spotlight
 The Engineer's Notebook
 Industry event calendar
 Up-to-date EAS manufacturer info
 Links to important FCC actions

Tap into the power beyond the printed word.

Ratliff)
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

BE Radio Magazine
www.beradio.com



New Products

Automation and
voice tracker system
RCS
Master Control XV:Use InternetVoiceTrack-
ing to air top talent from across town or
around the world with this system. It is no
longer necessary to copy logs and carry
them into the studio; all schedule changes
are immediate and can be seen from every
computer on the network simultaneously.

Selector music scheduler
Cr r --Sosf Or. Jean._,  AB- xr -NEN 0.41- mom

150

IMSIMMI.1,

OD. ( NOON L1110. .0

1.1111.1.1M

,..4111.111111111111ig

I-'-.
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and Linker promo sched-
uler are completely inte-
grated into Master Control
XV for precise control over
all songs, promos and spots
aired. Customersupport is
included in the product
purchase. The average
support call is answered
in 12.5 seconds.

914-428-4600

fax 914-428-5922

wwwn:sworks.com

info@nzworks.com

loiiroilAPY0Ur
signer

010.11.1.1e

as yours,oibito

=GEPCO
INTERNATIONAL, NC

CABLE, CONNECTORS,

ASSEMBLIES, PATCHBAYS,

PANELS &ACCESSORIES

1-800-966-0069 www.gepco.com email: gepco@gepco.com

picturi
soun4

mssoge
vision

reputcstion

Core and stand-alone tools
Prophet Systems

Automation enhancements:The company's stand-alone
products provide new tools for any station, regardless of
what automation system they use. Remote Buddy is a
portable system that can be used by any station looking to
draw people to its next remote. Events can be enhanced
with sound effects,lighting and video. Musicgen,the com-
pany's music scheduler, integrates directly to any digital
automation system. Nexgen Digital meets the needs of
today's broadcasters through high levels of system redun-
dancy and connectivity,as well as database fault tolerance
capabilities. The system is engineered to anticipate future
growth.The entry-level product,Nexgen Digital NS,allows
users to select only the features that meet particular needs
and budget size. Nexgen Digital offers a complete digital
solution for all broadcast applications, from individual
stations to large groups.

800-658-4403; fax 308-284-4181

www.prophetsytcom; sales@prophetsys.com

Digital audio router
Audioarts Engineering

r

ADR-32: The 2RU self-contained rackmount unit is a 32x32
AES switcher with front panel X -Y control and built-in
monitor speaker. It interfaces with Wheatstone digital con-
sole source displays and may be controlled by the Wheat-
stone family of console- and turret -mounted control heads
as well as the Wheatstone X -Point PC software package.

252-638-7000; fax 252-631-1285

www.wheatstone.com; sales@wheatstone.com
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Hew Products Simple  Effective  Reliable
DAB transmission
equipment
Broadcast Electronics

I

IBOC generators and transmitters: The
direct -to -channel digital exciter offers in-
put flexibility because input selection and
other operating parameters are program-
mable from a full color, front panel LCD
screen. The FXI-60 can be used as the only
exciter in a low level combined FM IBOC
signal.There is no need for a separate IBOC
exciter and external combiner and filter. A
new line of IBOC-compatible transmitters,
the FMi series (above), is based on the C
and Sseries FMs.The FMi series transmitters
use linearization techniques so they can
be used in a high-level combined system
or common -amplifier system.

217-224-9600: fax 217-224-9607

www.bdcastcom; bdcast@bdcastcom

Digital console
Arrakis
Nova -IOC: This console's inputs are RCA
unbalanced to accommodate consumer
sources such as CD players, DAT and MD.
The broadcast design offers Vs" hardened
aluminum surface, epoxy finish and solid
oak trim. Program and record mixing buses
have analog and digital outputs. Other fea-
tures include a control room monitor, head-
phone and cue outputs, talkback input and
output with logic for inter -studio communi-
cations and 10 mixing channels.

970-224-2248; fax 970-493-1076

www.arrakis-systems.com: sales@arrakis-systems.com

Con/Air Switcher
eliminates delay from headphone monitor

monitor audio can be individually tailored

immediate warning on air signal failure

air signal is not altered in any way

optional rack mount panel available

Telephone Announcement System

digital message storage - no moving parts

variable outgoing message format

Inactive or defective line indicator

resettable incoming call counter

temperature in Fahrenheit or Celcius

battery backed AC synchronized clock

low cost system - no leased equipment

Message Board Controller

converts status inputs to LED display data

15 prioritized logic -level signaling inputs

momentary or maintained signal inputs

fully programmable display with graphics

pre-programmed "starter" messages

multiple displays from one controller

(display device shown not Included)

innovative solutions 41"0 Sine Systems
nashville. tennessee  615.228.3500 voice  615.227.2393 lax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.com

Acoustics First®
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

soak ar
mom ow maw

insa

The Art Diffuso
The original, patented, extended
range "binary array". Exclusive

angled tops scatter upper spectral :eflections. Increases the apparent
acoustic space and controls flutter. Class "A", thermoformed models are
now cvailable from stoc,c. Traditional wood versions are built to order.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web: ht-p://www.acousticsfirst.com
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Operate any 3 -phase broadcast transmitter

from a 1 -phase utility supply with the

Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 High efficiency output

 Maintenance free operation

 True 3 -phase, NOT open -delta

 Approved by all utilities

 Over 1000 TV and radio
stations rely on Phasemaster

Turn any location into a 3 -phase site within hours!

Save thousands of dollars on utility line extensions

Recommended by leading transmitter manufacturers

OA Kay Industries
PKASEMASTFR
Rotary Phase Converters

General Offices
604 N. Hill St.

South Bend. IN 46617

800-348-5257

574-289-5932 (fax)

Western Region
4127 Bay St. #6

Fremont. CA 94539

510-656-8766

510-657-7283 (tar

The World Leaders in Single to Three -Phase Power Conversion

www.kayind corn info@kayind.com

Simplify!

44416~.004110--
appiwwww,

-411;
011111

1 _

The new Selector Switch for the ComStream ABR200/202
will switch from frequency to frequency with
only a push of a button! Simplify your life!

Available now for only $150

CLEARCHANNEL
Satellite Services

www.clearchannelsatellite.com

New Products

Software for Omnia-6
Omnia Audio
Version 6.01: The new software release provides enhance-
ments to the bass management system, remote control and
daypart-scheduling functions. Enhanced functions include a
phase rotator network with improved symmetry on asymmet-
rical waveforms for smoother sound, PHAT Bass parameter
tuned for broader effect, a wideband AGC includes smoother
attack functions to allow slower settings while preserving
system headroom, full support of Ethernet control connec-
tions, editable security settings for greater control of user
access, a new Stealth Mode that lets users turn off the bar graph
meters in the processing section and hide the selected preset
from view when the unit is locked. Other features include
improved daypart menu functions, time display showing time
to the second and an upgraded remote control client to allow
access to a wider range of system settings via remote.

216-241-3343; fax 216-241-4103

www.ommaautkomm; info©omniaauclio.com

Transmission system tester
Bird Electronic
Model 4000 Site Analyzer.This easy -to -use cable and anten-
na tester with a digital power meteroption is ideal for installing,
maintaining, and troubleshooting antenna and cable systems.
It is capable of measuring VSWR and return loos with preci-
sion. Match orsweep tests can be performed across a specified
frequency range. Fault location mode indicates VSWR or
return loss levels at points along the cable and antenna system

length. The cable loss function measures the insertion loss
over a given frequency range.

440-248-1200: fax 440-248-5426

www.birrl-electronic.com: sales@bird-electrorac.com

View an online product
I. demo whenever you
- see this logo.

1-800-345-8728 Satellite S.ace-Time - E.ui.ment - Installation
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New Products

Water -blocked cable
Belden
Low -loss 50 Ohm Coax: This low -loss 5011 coaxial cable is
now available in three water -blocked versions designed for
use in excessively wet environments by using a gel -filled
construction method. The new cable includes an RG-8X
with a 15 AWG solid -copper conductor (part number

7808WB), an intermediate type with 13 AWG solid -copper
conductor (part number 7809WB), and an RG-8 type with a 10
AWG solid -copper conductor (part number 7810WB). The
cable also features gas -injected foamed high density polyeth-
ylene (HDPE) insulation and a Belden Duobond 11+95 percent
tinned copper braid shield with water -blocking gel. All three
cables are polyethylene -jacketed and are sweep tested to 6GH
to ensure performance in high -frequency applications.

800-81BEN1: fax 165-983-5294; bwatbeldeuarn; info@belden.corr

POTS codec
Musicam USA
Liberty: This
low-cost POTS
codec is com-
pact and porta-
ble yet contains
advanced encod-
ing algorithm and mo-
dem technology. It de-
livers 15kHz bi-direction-
al audio through a single
analog telephone line with
line connection rates as low
as 24kb/s. If line rates below 24kb/s are encountered, this codec

gradually reduces high -frequency audio response to find the
best possible audio performance. Audio end -to -end delay is
minimized at less than 100ms. If line quality changes during a
connection, this codec can automatically renegotiate in less
than one second. The dual mixing inputs have independent
level controls for send and return audio monitoring, and
programmable function keys for instant access to frequently
dialed numbers or menu functions. An ancillary data path is
also provided.

732-739-5600; fax 732-739-1818

www.musicamusuom;salaaamsicamusa.com

rorm TII 11\11'

AY NI IS
BROADCAST ENGINEERING

ion Call SNOW for Mow
Discover what it can do

for your talk shows!

Control your studio Telos or Gentner
phone system from anywhere in
the world*

Receive screening/phone status
from anywhere Ln the world!*

- Clear, easy to read screens

Reliable & easy to use!

Talk Show Host 'riendly!  With a TCP/IP connection

One-time charge...no yearly fees!

Site licenses available.

Group & Network pricing! Affordable!

Traditional

1
and Internet
Broadcast Studio
System Design
and Installation.

10600 West 50th Avenue #5, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303)425-50C4 fax: (303)425-5005

www.creativestudiosolutions.com
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Coaxial Dynamics'

Line of Liquid/Air
Terminations are

quickly becoming the
industry standard for
testing, adjusting and

alignment of R.F.
Transmitters.

Liquid/Air Cooled
Loads are available to
handle requirements

from 600W to 1 2.5kW.

See us at NAB Radio
Show. Sept. 12-14. 2002.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com

1
masterCani V A

50 YEARS OF CASE AND PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
Protecting valuable equipment is what we do

Whether your application calls for one enclosure or many.
Zero Manufacturing, Inc. can support your engineered needs.

We are the only manufacturer of both plastic and
aluminum cases.
Our 19" rack cases offer the most rugged rack system
available.
If our standard cases don't meet your needs, our team of
engineers are ready to help design a custom solution.

1-800-547-3960  www.zerocases.com

New Products

Headphone amplifiers
ATI
HDA400 and HDA600: The HDA400 is a four -output stereo
monitoring system with balanced TRS stereo line inputs and
a master level control, clipping indicator and stereo/mono
switch.The unit will drive four independently adjustable,high-
compliance stereo outputs. Each output drives typical 3211
to 60052 headphones to SPL in excess of 120dB at 100mW
each. Headphone output jacks are duplicated on front and
rear panels. It offers a one -rack space package with an
internal ac power supply.The HDA600 is a full -featured, six -
output stereo headphone distribution system. Parallel bal-

anced XLR and

Srl.rro ....negro/sorer
.111,110,11,

TRS cue and stereo line
inputs allow easy loop -through and connector
flexibility. A mic/line cue input is adjustable and selectable
into left, right or both internal distribution buses mixed with
the stereo line feed. Clipping LEDs monitor cue and line inputs.
Six independent,100mW,high-compliance stereo headphone
drivers are fed from the internal distribution buses or from
individual rear TRS connectors configurable as stereo -unbal-
anced or mono -balanced inputs. Signal presence LEDs mon-
itor each input. Headphone outputs are duplicated on the
front and rear of the one -rack unit.

215-443-0330; fax 215-443-0394

wwwatiguys.com; sales@atiguysmin

Shelter in a Box
Andrew
NXT-G shelter: The lightweight shelter in a box is suitable for
restricted access sites where a freight elevator is the only
access, site space is constrained, overhead access is restricted
or weight is a concern. Kits can be supplied with some or all
the prefabricated material required forswift on -site assembly
including walls, roof and floor panels, electrical wiring and
accessories, grounding kits, cable ladder and the heating,
ventilation and air-conditioning system. Partial kits are also
available that contain structural elements only. Floor and roof
panels are designed to meet given support loadsand will meet
or exceed national and state code requirements.The kits are
available in several sizes: 8ft by 14ft, 10ft by 12ft, 10ft by 20ft and
12ft by 20ft. Additional weight is added if any of the following
options are selected: modular steel floor,one- or two-hour fire
rating, high wind or a special exterior finish. A smooth white
exterior finish is standard and optional exterior colors and
finishes such as stucco and brick are available to meet local
zoning requirements. Non fire -rated with a wind load of 90
mph isstandard with thisshelter in a box kit. Wind loading and
fire rating can be upgraded, if required.

800-OIAL-4-RF; fax 708-349-5444

wwwandrew.com; rese.wolski@andreacom 1
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Telephone Solutions by CircuitWerkes
The HC -3 Hybrid Telephone Autocoupler

A111.111k
Auto -connect and disconnect.
LED Indicators for incoming rings ton -line status & power.

 Answe-s on user selectable number of rings.
 Momentary or latching dry contacts at pickup.

Simple active hybrid with active, balanced, In/Out for
simultaneous send & recieve conmunications.
Remote connections include: aux relay closure, pickup -enable,
remote pick up trigger, call end sink, & Ring / Online sink.
Optional ComboLok provides password security.

!d,:apo,C7r1 Call Progress Decocts.,
417 ; dray.

Prow CPC ev

Call Progress Decoder
Automatically disconnects auto -answer

coup.ers and hybrids when phone calls are over.
Works with most analog ports and POTS lines.
Decodes standard dial and busy tones
CP-1 fits INSIDE CircuitWerkes boxes. The CP-2

(shown) can disconnect most analog couplers.

GET UP TO A DOZEN COUPLERS IN ONE CHASSIS

Auto -answer on user -set ring # and auto -disconnect.
.fr 2 audio busses fo - mass feeds.
> Individually card selectable buss or auxilliary audio I/O.
> The aux. audio jack is ideal for multiple IFB feeds, etc.
> Momentary Dr latching dry contact outputs at pickup.
> Remove & install cards without affecting the rest.

LED indicators for ring, clipping, power & online.

e e co- roger n e ce[

Call your favorite dealer or visit our web site for the latest info and downloadable tech manuals!
http://www.circuitwerkes.com (352) 335-65551\ fax 380-0230
CircuitWerkes 3716 SW 3rd Place - Gainesville, FL 32607

> Accepts up to six independant telephone lines.
> Each incoming ring closes the associated relay.
> Each relay has two sets of form "c" contacts.
> All interface connections on screw terminals.

rfSoftware, Inc.
communications soljtions

352-336-7223
www.rfsoftware.com

Visit our website for a complete
list of products and features.
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Calculate population within contours and overlfs.

Analyze STLImicrowave paths with terrain proliOr.

DA design is a snap! Includes 30 -second terrair data, 3 -sec available.
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RF PARTS
COMPANY

 Broadcast  Industrial
Communications

 Transistors
 Capacitors
 Rectifiers
 Modules
 Gasfets
 Coax
 Tubes

2002
Catalog

now available

Eimac  Taylor  RFP  Svetlana
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  SGS/Thomson  Mitsubishi
Se Habla Espanol  We Export

800-737-2787
760-744-0700 800-737-2787

Fax 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rf.Earts.com,i

RLIFORRE
the most reliable digital automation system

 A fully featured system including
on -air, production, and music
scheduling software

 Save over $10K
 Runs in Windows
 Completely integrates with all

traffic and digital editors

"...During the first weekend using the new
system, one of the station owners commented
that we should have partnered with RapidFire a
long time ago."

Dana Potter, Operations Manager. WLTB-FM. NY

"You guys have always been great in your
support..."

Ron Linkins. Program Director. WFCA-FM, MS

"RapidFire has been running like a champ.
It's great!"

Joe Seibert. CE, KYUK-640AM, AK

,syr

15 Pristine Systems

www.pristinesys.com
1-866-240-6497

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Longley-Rice over 3-1) Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, PTP, FCC, Okumura & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain databases... and more!

oft
Broadcast ioninninkations Software
and Engineering Consulting

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

zeguitatiagaingeNS
E

A

S

NCOCER meow FCC ,0 MYNAS,

5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut
for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com jimg(iegi ii-redlich.euni

AINo available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Catalog 0610
May - July 2002

1800 1.6 6473

SEMICONDUCTORS

PASSIVES

INTERCONNECTS

POWER

ELECTROMECHANICAL

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

MOUSERELECTRONICS t
www.mouser.com (800) 346-6873

UGH NI

If lightning strikes on your
kw are causing

9v/0w/ft damage and lost
air time - the cost of a

Otati-Cat system may be
recovered during your first-

ligift/fiirg season.

- RUGGED
PROTECTION

The OtatkCat
Lightehg Piet/oft/oh gystem

provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

arrana
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337

clamee.to

13ay Country
%BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 410-335-3136  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: baycountry@pcbank_net

Unlock the secret to
successful advertising
continuity is the key.
Inquire today about

frequency discounts.
www.beradio.com August 2002 87



Franscom Corporation
AM a FM Transmitters

Visit our new interne site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to: transcom a frnamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

300W FM 1988 Hams FM 300K Solid State - Single Pha,,..
2 4KW FM 1995 QEI Quantum Solid State, Single Phase
2.5KW FM 1984 Hams FM 2.5K Single Phase
2.5KW FM 1980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
2.5KW FM 1979 Harris FM 2.5K
5KW FM 1992 Continental 815A
I OK W FM 1974 Harris FM1OH/K

ictd I5KW
20KW

FM
FM

1980
1981

McMartin BFI5,000
Harris FM2OK

20KW FM 1980 Harris FM2OH/K
25KW FM 1978 Collins 83IG-2C
25KW FM 1980 CS1T-25F
27.5KW FM 1990 Continental 8I6R-4
30KW FM 1983 BE FM 30
50KW FM 1982 Harris Combiner w/auto
Combiner Exciter -transmitter switcher

EXCITERS
BE FX30

cii) Harris MS 15
Harris MX -I5

;/;1:4 5KW AM 1980 Harris MW5A
Z LI4 5KW AM 1978 Harris MW5
.. 10KW AM 1997 BE AM 10A,.....

''', W 10KW AM 1982 Continental 316F
..."" 10KW AM 1982 Harris MWIOA

50KW AM 1986 Nautel Ampfet 50 - Solid State

po Potomac Ins. AA5I Audio Anyl. (new)
Moseley TRC-I5 Remote w/Hallikainen

(/) Moseley TRC 15-A Remove Control System
" Cy SCA Generator (MX -15 Module)4 64 Optimod 8100A (card 3 thru 9)

Dummy Load 25KW air-cooled

P.O. Box 26744 Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

affordable Custom
roadcast Furniture

Delivered
and

installed
by

32 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Malvern, PA 19355

EL: 610-640-1229 FAX: 610-296-3402
email:sales©studiotechnology.com

www.studiotechnology.com

...PS I BOC ???
Hey...want to know a secret?

Propagation Systems, Inc.
In Band On Channel Digital Antenna Systems.

Are you ready? We are!!!
Quality Broadcast Antennas For the Digital Future.

FHR & FMR Series

EXCELLENT Bandwidth, Circular Polarization, Center Fed
Copper and marine Quality brass, EXTRA Welded TIG
Construction delivers many years of SOLID SERVICE.
The entire antenna system including the feeds are pressurized
for all weather service and performance. When you're ready,
We are. Contact us for all the details and GREAT prices.

Propagation Systems, Inc.

Cporate offices
719 Pensacola Road

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
Tel: 814-472-5540
Fax: 814-472-5675

Texas Sales Office
1501 N. Main Ste. D
Cleburne, TX 76033 USA
Tel: 817-645-1700
Fax: 817-202-0600

Email: sales@psibroadcast.com
Web site: www.psibroadcast.com

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

I' IlraYlIP101110
I _. ,

t, ra r. It el

.e

00.37.6901
Ciflikq)

00.317.6901

ip 10\ \it

www.autogramcorp.com
_ SA lib
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VISA

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for hghting & static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALso

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

t
4001 La Plata Hwy

Farmington. NM 87401
41,41P
Wier

phone 505-327-5646 tax 505-325-1142

Racily
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

The latest radio
technology

headlines delivered
to you via

e-mail every week.

 This Week in History
 Information from the

BE Radio calendar
 Conference and

convention schedules

The BE Radio e-mail news-
letter offers an easy -to -
read format that links to
the complete stories.

Subscribe to the
e-mail newsletter

online at
www.beradio.com.

NANOAMP SERIES
Problem Solvers

DM200-DIGITAL MONITOR
D/AMETERHEADPHONE.LINE OUT.

COMPACT.FIELD OR STUDIODESK OR RACK MOUNT

AES/EBU Digital Input Signals
Sample Rates 27 to 96kHz
XLR, RCA and BNC Inputs
Loop-thru Inputs w/switchable terminations
Transformer Isolated Inputs
24 Bit D/A Converter
Headphone, Meter and Stereo Balanced
Line Outputs

UL & CE 24 VDC remote power supply

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Dedicated to sound ataneering
AT13213W. MapleAvenue Horsham, PA 19044

800-959-0307.215-443-0330
Fax:215-443-0394

htlp: xmwatiguscom
FacHnEhureAvallable Upon Request

EM1925 / EM1930 I EM1936
19" MC DULAR EQUIPMENT RACKS

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

13as,c rack can be used where side panels or doors are not mooed
Ste panels arti doors are slowly installed or remoed without the use of

tools
Doors can be nounted front or rear left or right art can be few wet

locks
Mounting angles for equipment panels may be portioned for flush or

recess mountir g at front on rear
Two or more nets may be oolted together for pedectly.allgnecImunlpfe

.natallatiOn5

OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES

Mounting Angles
Front/Rear Docr

Side Panels
Top Cover

A C Recep,a9,
Plug ?Ace

Cable Laong Etr
Copper Grounc Bar

Caste's

SIZES PACK

DEPTH HEIGHT' WIDTH LNITS

EM 1925-44 251/2' 821N' 19 1/8' 44

EM 1930-44 30' 82 t14' 191/8' 44

EM 1936-44 36' 82 114' tg 1 fr 44

'Non Staleart Racks can be ordered a any height

RABIC

PRICE

$306 00
535400
S5tC 00

BROADCAST MANUFACTURING, INC

US www ramsyscom [Om

18471487-75- 5

CANADA
(7051 772-4425

CUSTOMIZABLE
REAL FURNITURE

STUDIO SYSTEMS BY
SPACEWISE

SYSTEMS START AT 12096

FULL DELUX AS SHOWN S4395!

FULL SIZED QUALITY WOODSHOP FURNITURE'
HARD LAMINATED & BULLNOSED 1 COUNTERS'
EASILY CUSTOMIZED TO FIT YOUR NEEDS'
EURO HINGED REMOVABLE ACCESS PANELS'
PRE ASSEMBLED STURDY BASE COMPONENTS'
WOOD TRIM AND HICKS' NO PLASTIC MOLDINGS'
AVERAGE SYSTEMS SHIP IN 5-8 COMPONENTS'
SHIPPED CRATED FOR FAST. SAFE DELIVERY'

SYSTEMS START AT $2329

RADIAL AS SHOWN 54540!

"I: Fits As Well Into Your Budget ...

410
As it Does into Your Studio"

.1 SPACEWISE
CALL US TODAY AT 800-775-3660

www.spacewise.com  Info@spacewise.com

WHAT'S
YOUR

(coming September 2002...)
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S 1.11Cn ANTENNAS. I \
RUGGED -RELIABLE

AND REPAIRABLE

REMOTE BROADCAST ANTENNAS

SAM -460 (450/470 MHz)
SAM -160 ( 161.70, 170.15,

153.11 MHz)
CALL YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR SAMCO

(817)-336-4351
www.samcoantennas.com

email:samyagi@flash.net

POWER TUBE & CAPACITOR SALE
4CW20.000A1

4CX35.000D (USED)
9019NC130

52750 00

52.500 00
S2 500 00

4CW150 000E

GE GI, -35391

JENNINGS CAPACITORS

510.000 00

S500 00

CVCJ-1000-3S (7-1000PF 3K V) $oweto
CVCD-1000-3N794 (10-1000PF 3KV) $650.00
CVCD-2000-5S (20-2000PF SKV) $6.50.00
CVDD-300-7 5N611 (10-300PF 7 SKV) $soom
CVDD-500-7.5S (20-500PF 7 5KV) $500.00
CVEC-4000-10N764(100-4000PF 10KV) $1000.00
CVEP-1500-20N789 (100-1500PF 20KV) $1,950.00
CVHP-650-45S (30-650PF 45KV USED) $1000.00

FIXED

CVT1-216-0120(216PF 20KV) $450.00
CVT2-44-0135(44PF 35KV) mom
CTV2-122-0135(122PF 35KV) $750.00
CTV2-160-0135(160PF 35KV) $750.00
CVT2-41-0150(41PF 50KV USED) $500.00
CTV2-160-0150(160PF 50KV) $1000.00
CFED-150-20S(150PF 20KV) $450.00

$500.00CFHG-16 3-30N782)16 3PF 30KV)

VACUUM SWITCH
RF23-D2654(N 0 AIR OPERATED) RP233X4515004M00(26 5VDC)

ACE ELECTRONIC PARTS 3210 ANTOINE DR. HOUSTON, TEXAS 77092
PH 713-688-8114  FAX 713-688-7167  WWW.ace4parts.com  craigOace4parts.com

exus Broadcast
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty
20 W Exciter $850 100 W Exciter $1795
250 W Exciter $2995 100 W Amp. $ 995
250 W Amp. $1795 500 W Amp. $3955
1KW Transmitter $5995 1KW Amp. $5495

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
www.nexusbroadcast.com
P.O. Box 433 - Mt. Vernon, TX 75457

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

AUDIOARTS
Broadcast Equipment
Customized Automation Systems
Complete Systems Integration ZOWR
Quality Pre-Owred Equipment
Pre -Wiring Packages
Complete Engineering Services

Your Ultimate Solution.
rr

Lightner Electronics
(814) 239-8323
Toll Free: 866-239-3888
www.LightnerElectronics.com

EZ RAZE ANTENNA MAST

Knocked Down Height: 4 ft.
Erectable Height: 10 to 40 ft.
Weight: 58 lbs.

EZ setup: one man - 5 minutes.
Adjustable tripod allows rapid
deployment on level or uneven
terrain, roof tops, or stairways.

This ruggedly dependable, easily
transportable, Omni Directional
Mast is currently being used by
the United States Armed Forces.
Great for disaster preparedness.

Old Stone Inc.
800.538.4977 or 434.685.2925

www.antennamast.com

Visa, MasterCard. and American Express accepted
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"Marketplace
Section

for ad rates

Call Jennifer Shafer
at

800-896-9939

email: jshafer@primediabusiness

FM FREQUENCY SEARCH - $250

FCC FM APPLICATIONS - $1350

Amendments 61 Upgrades

Field Work Site Construction

New Allotments Petitions

Duopoloy Studies Maps

MBC dr5nsulting
800-219-7461
www.mbcradio.org engineer@mbcradio.org

www.beradio.com

Raiff(' Classified
EquipmentWanted

PR&E BMX II - Ill I RMX
radio consoles wanted

Any condition. needed for parts.
Will pick-up and pay cash.
Please call 760-715-4202
mcbroadcast@cox.net

View an online
product demo

whenever you see
this logo.

Professional Services

Structural Analysis

Css
Electronics Research. Inc

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler. IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www. ERlinc corn

4006

BELT LINE

m. SUITE 160

ADDISON

. OAS
15001

912/66(5222
WAY exig an

RUSS BERGER DESIGN GROUP

RKOCING AND BROADCAST FM' DESIG41

ARCH111011/1NTIKORS FOR ALOUSlIAl SPACES

ROOM ACOUSTICS AND SOUP% ISOIAITON

ViSE AND VIBRATION CON'I"

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peons, Illinois 61E04

(309)673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

Applied Wireless. Inc
providirq options

AppiiedWireless In

Kevin PACNaMara email
Presiders- & CEO

JOHN H. BNITISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD 1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
TN=888-785-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Publications

WWW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services
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Director of Engineering
Cox Radio
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Fluker's love for radio
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Sign Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do You Remember?

The Time Tunnel digital audio delay sys-
tem offered a broadcast -quality, six -second
audio delay that used a digital memory
system to provide consistent audio repro-
duction. Unlike tape delay systems, it had
no moving parts to wear, no preventative

Sample and Hold
A look at the technology shaping radio

What do talk -radio listeners do
while listening to the radio?

Source: Scarborough Research, Release 2 2001

I*1
maintenance was necessary and the performance did not

degrade with time.
The Time Tunnel was offered in two

models: theTDG-1with a 15kHz band-
width and theTDG-2 with a 7.5kHz

bandwidth. Both models creat-
ed a frequency response
flat within 0.25dB and a
total harmonic distortion
of less than 0.5 percent.

They offered an operating range of greater than 66dB with
a clipping level of 12dB and a system signal-to-noise ratio
of greater than ROd B.

That was then

This is the radio transmitter room of KPO in Hale's
Department Store, San Francisco, in 1925. Shown in the
foreground is the Western Electric 1kW model 6A transmit-
ter. In the background are marble -faced electrical control
panels, which at the time were the only ones of their kind
in the country The KPO employee inspecting the transmit-
ter is probably Claire Morrison, KPO's first full-time an-
nouncer. The transmitter was a newer design and unlike
earlier transmitters, it was capable of 100 percent modula-
tion. By this time, most stations were assigned to their own
frequencies and transmitted for significant portions of the
day. KPO is now KNBR, San Francisco. Photo courtesy of
Bill Ruck, KNBR.

Don't forget
Cast your vote ior the 2002
Innovator Award. Vote using
the online ballot at

www.beradio.com.
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BIG EASY
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE

Easy to INSTALL
 machine -tapped rack rails
 built-in top and bottom ventilation
 removable doors
 punchblock enclosure available
 compatible with Wheatstone Wirema< System
 available with type 66 or Krone' blocks

rj-TAR

Available options include
prewired punchb ocks

OUR HIGH -STYLE
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE
boasts uncompromisirg QUALITY tailcred to the TIGHTEST
BUDGETS, with all the features a well -designed studio Galls for.
A TRULY COST-EFFICIENT SOLUTION FOR YOUR NEXT STUDIO PROJECT!

Easy to AFFORD!
 modular design for variety of configurations
 both standup and sitdown heights
 above counter turret accessories
 fast installation
 generois wireways
 built-in levellers

See us at NAB RADIO - Booth #1118!



THINK INSIDE THE Box

ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL!
THAT'S RIGHT- ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC LINK OR A SINGLE CAT -5 WIRE = 64 channels

of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, X -Y
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
betweenour studio and central rackroom can save you thousands - if not TENS of
thousandsy- of feet of wire in a typical installation!

THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack room, providing shared resources for all yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combination of plug-in modules
specifically suited for a select set of gear.

SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain. , AtA All AES cards have
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from: 'ir worry about varying
sample rates throughout your facility. A family of plug-in --.tt_k* connector modules
makes installation easy, letting you mix varied signal technologies and
standards all within the same cage. WHEATSTONE'S intuitive 401!ei graphic based
setup software handles system configuration, matrix selection ,41";0 and salvo pre-
sets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone consoles \ for seamless
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE
DIGITAL AUDIO

NETWORK ROUTER

VV/--)c)t_Y-t-or-)
lel 252- 638-7000 /soles @w/ ),.itstc)t cane/www.whr3cIts1one.com


